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By letter of 11 November 1981 the President of the Council of the
European Communities requested the European Parliament to deliver an opindlon
on the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the
Council for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No. 724/'75 establishing
a European Regional Development Fund.
On t6 November 198I the President of the European Parliament referred
this proposal to the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning
as the committee responsible and to the Committee on Budgets and the Committee
on Budgetary Control for their opinions.
On 24 September 1981 the Committee on Regional P61icy and Regional
Planning appointed Mr De Pasquale rapporteur.
On 13 October I98I the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional PlAnning
decided to consider in the same report the communication from the Commission
to the Council on 'new regional policy guidelines and prioritiesr, which
had been forwarded by the Commission to the European Parliament by Ietter
of L2 Augusu 198I.
On 23 February 1981 the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional
planning decided to consider in the same report the motion for a resolution
tabled by Flr Travaglini and others on rthe creation of a regional development
agency', which had been referred to it by the President of the European
parliament, pursuant to Rute 47 of the Rules of Procedure, on 14 December 1981.
The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning considered the
proposal for a regulation at its meetings of 13 October 1981, L9/20 October
1981, 9/I0 November 1981, 25/26 November 1981, 26/27 January 1982,
23/24 February 1982 and 22/23 liarch 1982.
At its meeting of 22/23 March 1982 the committee approved the amended
proposal for a regulation by 19 votes to I with no abstentions.
At the same meeting the committee also adopted the motion for a
resolution by 19 votes in favour with one abstention.
The following took part in the vote: l4r De Pasquale, chairman and
rapporteur; l,1r Costanzo, vice-chairman; Mrs Boot Mr Cardia (deputizing
for Mr Kyrkos), Mr Cecovini, Mr Chanterie (deputizing for Mr Verroken),
Mr De}motte, Mr Ferrero (deputizing for Mrs De March), Mr Ingo Friedrich
(deputizing for Mr Kazazis), Mr Gendebien, Mr Griffiths, Mr Harris'
Mr Hutton, Mrs Elaine Keltett-Bowman, Mrs Simone l4artin,
Mr Konstantj.nos Nikolaou, I,ir Papaefstratiou (deputizing for Ivir Vandewiele),
Ivlr P6ttering, Mr Travaglini and Mr von der Vring'.
The opinions of the Committee otl Budgets and the Committee on
Budgetary Control are attached.
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A
The Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning hereby submits to
the European Parliament the following amendments and motion for a resolution
relating to the:
proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council
for a regulation amending Regulation
(EEC) No. 724/75 establishing a
European Regional Development Fund
( DoC . 1-73 5,/81 ) I
Amerdments tabled by the
comrnittee on Region'al Policy Text proposed by
and Reglonar pranning the commission
PREAI4BLE AND RECITAIS I, 2 AND 3 UNCHANGED
Amendment No. 1
add the following new recital 3a:
Whe.uas such coordination must, also
cover the regional consequences of
both national and Community economic
and sectoral policies;
RECITAIS 4, 5 AND 5 UNCHANGED
Amendment No. 2
gqq the following new recital 6a:
Whereas concentration of the Fund's
resources in regions wit,h particu-
larIy serious structural problems
and the gradual introduction of
integrated development operaLions
can make a significant contribution
to the achievement of the objectives
of Community regional policy only if
there is effective coordination
between the Regional Fund and the
other Community Funds and financial
instruments i
RECITAI 7 UNCHANGED
Amendment No. 3
ggg the following ngw recital 7a:
Whereas assistance by the Fund is
important for creating new jobs
and protecting the level of
employment, particularly in the
home regions of the workers
concerned;
I Su" oJ No. C 335 of 23.12.I981r page 60 et seq.
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Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
Po1 icy Text proposed bythe Commission
RECITATS 8 9 AND 10 UNCHANGED
ARTICLES 1 AND 2 UNCHANGED
ANNEX
Regulation concerning the
policies and the European
Amendment No. 4
ARTICLE 1
add the following new paragraph:
3a. For the regions located near
internal Communlty frontiers, the
Member States concerned sha11
ensure transfrontier coordination
of regional development and
cooperation between the regional
and local bodies involved.
Amendment No" 5
ARTICLE 2
e4g4q paragraph 1 as follows:
1" The periodic report on economicall I.
ARTICLE 2
Preparation of the periodic
report and examination of regional
development programmes and the
regional impact assessment shal1 be
instrumental in promoting the said
coordination, with a key role
also being performed by coordination
of general regional aid schemes.
ARTICLE 2
The Commission, working in close
association with the Regional Policy
Corunittee, shal1 prepare a periodic
report on the situation and the
socio-economic changes 1n the
regions of the Community and on
national regional policies. To
this end, Member States sha1lprovide the Commission with the
relevant information. This report
shall be prepared at regular, two and
a half year intervals, with every
other report coinciding with the
examination of the medium-term
economic policy programmes. On
the basis of this report, theCouncil, acting on a proposal from
the Commission and after consulting
the European Parliament and the
Economic and Social Comrhittee, shatl
adopt the regional policy guidellnes
and priorities.
coordination of regional
Regional Development Fund
comparable regior-rs affi-EIErrEEIGs,
the regional development programmes
and the regional impact assessment
shall be instrumental in promoting
the said coordination, with a key
role also being performed by
coordination of general regional
aid schemes.
Amendment No. 6
ARTICLE 2
gqgld paragraph 2 as foLlows:
2. The Commission, working in close 2.
association wiLh the Regional
Policy Committee, shal1 prepare aperiodic and up-to-date report on
E. ne s 1 EuaE r on-End-6do-- economr c
changes in the regions of the
Communtty and on national regionalpoJ-lcies. To this end, Member States
shaIl provide the Commission
with the relevant. information. This
report shall be prepared at regular,
tvro and a half year intervals, with
every other report coinciding with
the examination of the medium-term
economic policy prograrnmes. On thebasis of this report, the Council,
acting on a proposaL from the
Conutrission and after consulting
the European Parliament and the
Economic and Socia.l Committee, shalI
adopt the regional policy guidelines
and priorities.
-6- PE 76.354/fin.
Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
Text proposed by
the Commission
ARTICLE 2
3(a) I,{ember States sha1l communicate
to the Commission their regional
development programmes, and any
amendments thereto, for the
regions and areas covered by
a regional State aid scheme.
Such programmes shal1 be prepared
in accordance with the joint
outline drawn up,by the Economic
Policy Committee' and in the 1i9ht
of the Commission Recommendation
of 23 l,lay 1979'. They shaII beindicative in nature and shal1
specify the objectives of the
development of the region con-
cerned and the means to be
eftployed. They shall be prepared
in close association with the
regional authorities concerned.
When communicating . these prograrnmes,
Member States shaIl transmit to
the Commission the information
concerning, where their entire
territory is concerned,
the essential public measures
that are likeIy to influence the
regional balance, including
expenditure in each region under
their infrastructure budgets.
The regional deveLopment pro-
grammes shall be examined by the
Commission and the RegionalPolicy Comrnittee in the tight
of the soeaQlnalion objectives
as laid down in Article 1 above.
The Regional Policy Committee
shall make known its views on
them to the Commission, which
shaLI, where necessary, address
Lhe appropriate recommendations
to Member States.
the
Policy
Amendment No. 7
ARTICLE 2
S$ggg paragraph 3(a) as follows:
3(a) Member States shall communicate
to the Commission t,heir regional
development programmes, and
any amendments thereto, for the
regions and areas covered by a
regional State aid scheme. Such
programmes shaIl be prepared in
accordance with the joint out-
line drawn up by, the Economic
Policy Committee" and in the
light. of the Commission
Recommendation of 23 l4ay L9792.
They shall- be indicative in nature
and sha1I specify the objectives
of the development of the region
concerned and the practical
measures to be appffiil--TFeyffialf5e prepared in close
association with the regional
authorities concerned. When
communicating these prograrnmes,
Member States sha1l transmit. to
the Commission the information
concerning, where their entire
territory is concerned, the
essential public measures that
are like1y to influence the
regional balance, including
expenditure in each region under
their infrastructure budget.s.
The regional development pro-
granmes shall be examined by the
Commission and the Regional Policy
Cornmittee in the 1i9ht. of the
coordination objectives as laid down
in Article I above. The Regional
Po1icy Committee shal1 make known
its views on them to the
Commission, which shall, where
necessary, address the appropriate
recommendations to Ivlember States.
The Commission departments could
r the
compatibillty of the projects wi.th
the pro.gramme.
1 o,r tto. c
2oJNo.c
59 , 24 .3 .L97 6 , p.2
143, 12.6.1979, p.9
eparation of devel
ects after see
the national aut ti-es on t
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Amendment No. I
ARTICLE 2
ggg the foI]-owlng new paragraph:
3a. The Member States shall undertake
to ensure tshat the progranmes
are inplemented and to verifY each
year that they have been implemented.
If a programme is not implemented,
is incompletely implemented or is
implemented in a way which is
contrary to its original purpose,
the Comrnission shall have the iight
to suspend the financial
contributions made by the Fund.
Amendment No. 9
ARTICLE 2
add the following nelr paragraPh:.
4a. The annual report of the Regional
Policy CommiEtee shall be forwarded
to the European Parliament as soon
as it has been drawn up.
Amendmetrt No. 10
ARTICLE 3
Text proposed
by the Commission
ARTICLE 3
The European Regional Development
Fund, hereinafter referred to as
'the Fund', is intended to correctthe principal regional imbalances
within the Community resulting inparticular from agricultural
preponderance, industrial change
and structural underemployment.
ARTICLE 4
The annual budget shall indicatefor the relevant year under the
heading for the Fund:
a) appropriations for commitment;
b) appropriations for payment-
Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
Policy
Cgggq as follows:
The reduction and the prevention of
eTimination of backwardness in the
-
e.**r.1i-s
Amendment t'lo. 11
ARTICLE 4
gBglg paragraPh 2 as follows:
2. The annual budget shall indicate
r'or the relevant year under the
heading for the Fund:
a) appropriations for commitmenti
b) appropriations for payment.
2.
weak regions must be among the main
es.
shall be the ific instrument
ances an
backvrardness in
Eatqfi _de44n{s__lar payment arisinq
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Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
Po1 i cy Text prroposed bythe Commissiorr
preliminary draft budqet, the
a det].nrtlve assessment of the..=-fi ogether
w].En a qeta].lect expLanatory
sffiemenE-T'n-The EvenE o? a serious
--shorEage- of-paymenE approoiTmTons --'-qllrng rne rlnanc1al year, the
=-Commission shffi
suF@e
,- provision ofthis Regulation provides otherwise,the Financial Regulation applicableto the general budget of theCommunities shalI apply to the
management of the Fund.
Amendment No. 12
Unless any specific provision ofthis Regulation provides
otherwise, the FinancialRegulation applicable to thegeneral budget of the Communities
shall apply to the management ofthe Pund.
(b)
ARTICLE 4
amend paragraph 3 (b) as Io]lows:
specific Community regional
development measures to assist
regions particularly affectedby recent and serious problems
of industrial decline or by the
effects of certain Communitypolicies, as provided for inTitIe IV. The assistance
allotted to these measures may
not exceed 208 of the Fund's
resources. ( )
As far as these measures are
co nc e r ne dl -c onEiEE rEET6n-GEEr f
elso'-5e-Ei-a -so b  given to thE pio5Temsgf 'black spoEE-fhEE-may-EE-qilDlacK Pots' that may be
excludedffiprrorlty zones.
taa *aa'= r"=ources intended forfinancing these measures shall_ be
used having due regard to the
specific problems of the regions
and to the relative severity of
regional imbalances in the
Community.
(b) specific Community regional
development measures to assist
regions particularly affected by
recent and serious problems
of industrial decline or by the
effects of certain Communilypolicies, as provided for inTitle fV. The assistance
allotted to these measures may
not exceed 20E of the pund's
resources. ( )
The Fund's resources intendedfor financing these measures
shall be used having due regardto the specific problems ofthe regions and to the relative
severity of regional imbalancesin the Community.
ARTICLE 5 UNCHANGED
ARTICLE 4
-9- PE 76.354/fin.
Amendments tabled bY
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
PoI icy Text proposed bYthe Commission
Amendment No. 13
ARTICLE 6
amenQ paragraPh I as follows:
ARTICLE 6
The tist of regions and zones
referred to in Article 4(3) (a)
may be revised bY the Council,
u"Ling bY a quatified majoritY.
on . fitoposal from the Commission
and after consultinq theEffiPar-Licuiar
wffimade in theperiodlc rePort referred to in
article 2(21 reveals substantial
changes in the relative severitY
of s5cio-economic Problems in the
regions of the CommunitY.
The list of regions and zones
referred to in Article 4(3)(a) maY
be revised bY the Council, acting
by a quatified majoritY on a
piopoJaf from the Commission, in
particutar where the analysis made
in the periodic rePort referred to
in Artitle 2(21 reveals substantial
changes in the relative severity of
socio-economic Problems in the
regions of the ConmunitY.
If the perlodic report on the situation
and socio-economic changes in the
reglons shows that underdevelopment ordeilrne in specific zones within the
confines of the areas sPecified in
Article 4(3)(a) has become relatively
more acute, the Fundts resources shal1
be deploYed and concentrated
accordinglY.
Amendment No. 15
investment programmes shall be those
C.esrqnecl to climinate bottlerrecks
wh ich const-itute Ssgnelltlc_oDltgglgs1-
ARTICLE 7
amend par.rgraPh 2 as folfows:
InfrasLructures to be financed under 2.
Amendmeni- No, 14
ARTlCLE 66 (new)
Article 5a:add the following
Aqg:qqg!_No" 16
ARTICLE 7
add the following new Paraglupht
2a. tJhen frxing the overall annual
endowment of the Fund, the
Commission sha11 tal<e account of
the desirabilrtY of introducing
a scale for the Progressive
reduction of exPendit-ure onj-nfrastructure projects for the
beneflt of other areas of Fund
intervent ion .
ARTICLE 7
Infrastructures to be financed under
investment Programmes shal1
contribute to the develoPment of
the region or area in which theY
are located.
- 10 - PE 76.354/tin
1.
Amendment.s tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
Text proposed by
the Commission
ARTICLE 8
3. They shaIl include:
a) expected results, wherepossible in quantified form;
the
Pol icy
Amendment No. 17
4B,LI-ctgJ
gqg the following new p.aragraph:
2b. Investments in agricul-turalinfrastructures must be coordinated
with the various structural projects
financed by the Guidance Section of
ThC EAGGF.
Amendment No. 18
ARTICLE 7a (new)
add the following lgw 44l.g1g 7q:
In order to promote investment in the
industrial, craft or services sectors,
the Fund shall sct aside 15t of its
overall endowment in the first year of
application of this Regulation and up
to 308 by the third year for the granting
of interest subsidies.
These subsidies shaIl be set aside for
small and medium-sized undertakings andgranted to, the individuals concerned in
accordance with procedures to be
established by the Comnission after
consulting Lhe European Investrlrent Bank
and institutions offering medium-term
loans at reduced rates within the
framework of the rules in force in theindividual Ivlember States.
Amendment No. 19
ARTICLE 8
gEglq paragraph 3 as follows:
3. They shall include:
a) expected results, where possible
in quantified form, particularly
wlJeTe. they rel ate tg-TE'*??5EEi6r]
of jobs;
aa) an indication of the Lotal cost@ry-EEEE&"-,
b) measures E.o be taken to achicve
these results, togeLher with the
implementation schedule ;
c) plan for financing the programme,
making a distinetion between
Community, national and regional
sources of finance;
d) designation of the authorities
or agencies responsible for
implementing the J:rogramme andthe actions wi thin i t ;
measures to be taken to achieve
these resuLts, together withthe implementation schedule;
plan for financing the programme,
making a distinction between
Community, national and rcq ional
sources of finance;
designation of the authorities
or agencies responsibl_e for
implementing the programme andthc actions within it;
b)
c)
- 11 -
d)
PE 76.354/fin.
Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
Po1 i cy
e) essential ancillary measuresthat are taken by the MemberState in question and do notbenefit from Community
financing;
f ) inf ormation showl.ng E.hat
Community aid will result in
additional financing and,
consequently, additionalpractical measures to promote
development of the region coveredby the programme contract;
g) a statement of the environmental
may glve rrse and of the measures
@the environ-
ment in the regions or areas
concerned;
h) arrangements to publicize theprovision of Funcl assistance,
the purpose being to informpotential beneficiaries and the
various sections of the economy
of the opporrunities afforded bythe programme and of the roleplayed by the Community.
Ar.nendment No. 20
ARTICLE 9
amend paragraph 1 as foLlows:
Programmes that might qualify for
assistance from the fund shail besubmittcd to the Commission by theMember State in question. th6yshall be drawn up by the latte; in
c-Lose association with the
authorities concerned.
Text proposed by
the Commission
essentral. ancillary measuresthat are taken by the MemberState in questron and do notbenefit from Communltyfi nanc ing;
informatron showing that
Community aid wilt result in
additional financing and,
consequently, additionalpractical measures to promote
development of the region coveredby the programme cont.ract;
steps relating to the measures
envisaged to protect the
environment in the regions
concernedi
arrangements to publicize tlteprovision of Fund assj_stance,the purpose being to informpotential beneficiaries and the
various sections of the economy
of the opportunities afforded bythe programme and of the roleplayed by the Community.
ARTICLE 9
ARTICLE 9
e)
f)
9)
h)
1. Programmes that might qualify for
assistance from the F.und sha1l be
submitted to the Commission by the
Member State in questlon. They
shaIl be drawn up (three wordsggleleq) 
. 
on 
"Lt 
g_!e"i.-;F-Aio;A
cooperat ion bEEween TIE-EG-ntiEf
E nE T6g-i-o?iAT-EEIi oE ETEs- EhT oE rr e ra@es.-
Amendment No. 21
ARTICLE 9.
ggpplggg!! paragraph 6 as fottows:
6. The Commission shall decide the 6.aids from the Fund in accordancc
with Article 31. The programme
contract shall be attached to thegrant decision.
During the preparatron of the
p-r o9? amme s--EnE-a t [I-e-Et aoE-Ef
meiF aeFEio& EEe-Fund-Effi-sEffit-Th-e--
managemenEloAle s EeJp-s pon sTb Le f o r
*E- ope rAE ion: of-TEE--;Eh er-t ommu n i r yrf nanEiE[-f n s [r umanl s on-Ehd--'-- -----
FoFs f illfi-o f-<.firEf n-i nq TEa i rEFs-iEffi'ce.- ---- -r:
The Commission shal1 decide theaids from the Fund in accordanceWith Article 3I. The p.ogru**.
contract shall be attached tothe grant decision.
1.
-12- PE 7 6 .354/ftn.
Amendments tabled by
Commlttee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
Policy Text proposed bythe Commission
egq
4a.
Amendment No. 22
ARTICLE 10
the foLlowing new paragraph:
The annual report of the Fund
Committee shall be forwarded tothe European Parliament as soon
as it has been drawn up.
ARTICLE 1I UNCHANGED
Amendment No. 23
ARTICLE 12
gggBg paragraph I as follows:
1. In the case of investment projects 1.in industry, the craft sector or the
services sector, the anount of the
Fundrs contribution sha1l be equal
to 208 of the investment costi it may
not, however, exceed 508 of the aidgranted to each project by the public
authorities under a regional aid
scheme. (24 words deleted)
In the case of the services sector
and the craft ector, the Eund's
contribution shall be calculated onthe basis of the number of jobs
created or maintained, ( 7 words deleted)but may not exceed 5Ot offiEi6IE[---
aid.
The State aids to be taken into
consideration shall be grants,interest-rate subsidies or their
equivalent where loans at reduced
raUes of interest are concerned,irrespective of whether such aidis linked to the amount of
investment or to the number of jobs
created.
Such aids may include aid granted in
respect of an investment project andlinked to the transfer of plant and
workers. The aid equivalent shouldbe calculated in accordance with an
impl ementing regulation adoptedpursuant to Article 31.
Aid granted in the form of rent
reductions or exemptions in respect
of buildings, including plant, rndy
also be taken into accountprovided the same calculation canbe carried out. The Fundts contri-bution must be adffi
ARTICLE 12
In the case of investment projectsin industry, the artisanat or the
services sector, the amount of the
Fund's contribution shal1 be equalto 208 of the investment costiit may not, however, exceed 50E ofthe aid granted to each project bythe public authorities under a
regional aid scheme and, moreover,it shall be confined to tshat part ofthe ir.vestment cost not exceedingIon,.,00 ECU per job created or
50,000 ECU per job maintained.
In the case of the services sector
and the artisanat, the Fund's
contribution shall be calculated
on the basis of the number of jobs
created or maintained. It shall
amount to 20,000 ECU per job but
may not exceed 50E of national
aid.
The State aids to be taken into
consideration shalI be grants,interest-rate subsidies or their
equivalent where loans at reduced
rates of interest are concerned,irrespective of whether such aidis linked to the amount of
investment or to the number ofjobs created.
Such aids may include ald grantedin respect of an jnvestmentproject and linked to the transfer
of plant and workers. The aid
equivalent shall be caLculated in
accordance with an implementing
regulation adopted pursuant toArticle 31.
Aid granted in the form of rent
reductions or exemptions in respect
of buildings, including pIant, rndy
also be taken into accounL providedthe same calculation can be carried
out. fn accordance with a prior
ic
autnorlt.res tor rmpJ.ementinq the
- t3 - PE 76.354/tin.
Amendments tabfed bY the
Comnittee on Regional PoIicY
and Regional Planning
Text proposed bY
the Commission
decision bY the Member State
concerned notified at the same time
as the grant application, the Fundts
contribution as thus defined may bein addition to ;,rd granted bY thepublic author'':es in resPect of
the relevant investment Project, or
may be credited to those authorities
in partial rePaYment of such aid.
In this case, the financial effort
of the Membei State in the regionin question shall be increased bY
the amount of Community assistance.
Amendment. No. 24
ARTICLE 12
3Eg!g ParagraPh 2 as follows:
2. In the case of infrastructure
investment Projects, the Ermount
of the Fundrs contribution shall
be equat to 3OE of the totaL cost
of tlie investment measures carried
out where the Project costs less
than 7 million ECU and to between 108
and 308 where the Project costs
7 million ECU or more.
However, the maximum contribution may
rise to 50t in the case of Projects
of particular imPortance to the
devLlopment of the region in which
they are located'.
Member States shall give PrioritY
to the submission of grant aPPIi-
cations in resPect of investmentprojects carried out bY regional
or local authorities.
Amendment No. 25
ARTICLE 13
ARTICLE 12
In the case of infrastructure
investment Projects, the amount of
the Fund's contribution shall be
equal to 30t of the total cost. of
the investment measures carried
out where the project costs less
than 5 million ECU and to between
10E and 308 where the Project costs
5 million ECU or more.
".-,rever, the maximum contribution
may rise to 50E in the case ofprojects of particular importance
to the develoPment of the region
in which theY are located.
Member States sha1l give PrioritY
to the submission of grant aPPli-
cations in respect of investmentprojects carried out bY regional
or local authorities.
ARTICLE 13
the provision of Fund assistance
shal1 be decided uPon bY the
Commission in the light of the
relative severity of the economj-c
imbalance of the region in which
the investment Project is carried
out and of the direct or indirect
impact of the project on employment.
The Commission sha1l examine, inparticular, the consistency of the
project with all the measures taken
by t.he Member State concerned to
assist that region, as descri-bedin the information supplied bY
Member States pursuant to Article 2,
with particul-ar reference to:
2.
e$ggq ParagraPh I as follows:
1. The provision of Fund assistance 1'
shall be decided uPon bY the
Commission in the }ight of the
relative severitY of the economic
i,,balance of the region in which
the investment Project is carried
out and of the direct or indirect
impact of the project on employment.
fhe Commission shal] examine, inparticular, the consistencY of theproject with all the measures taken by
Lhe-It{ember State concerned to assist
that region, as described in the
information suPPlied bY I'lember
States pursuant to Article 2, withparticular reference to:
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(a) the project.'s contribution
to t.he economic development
of the region;
(b) its consistency with the
Comrnunityt s programmes or
objectives i
(c) the situation in the economic
sector concerned and theprofitability of the invest-
ment made;
(cc) the elaboration of proiects
coverlng several reqions which
Text proposed by
the Commisslon
the projectrs contribution
to the economic development
of the region;
its consistency with the
Community's progralunes or
objectives;
the situation in the economic
sector con€erned snd theprofitability of the invest-
mend made;
(d) whether the project is locatedin a frontier area, i.e. in a
region adjacent to one or more
other Member States;
other assistance granted by
Community institutions or bythe European Investment Bank,
either in respect of the sameproject or for other measuresin the same region. In this way,
Fund assistance will be coordinated
with other Community assistancein such a way as to promote
comprehensive convergent and
coordinated measures in a given
region and to guarantee, inparticular, consistency between
regional po1 ie1, and the policy
on agricultural strlretures.
ARTICLE 13
In the case of investments of
7 million ECII or rrore, theprovision of F'rr,C ..cs j stanee
shall be decided upon k'y the
Cornmission in accord.nce withthe procedrlT'6. p.-.rrrj.iid for irrArticle 31 
"
In the case of investmeirt projects
costing less than 5 million ECU,the Commission sl.al l .,eerde on the
Fund contrilrut,iens and shall informthe Fund Committee of thesedecisions takon,
'Amendments tabled by
Committee or Regional
and Regional Planning
the
PoIicy
(a)
(b)
(c)
are not necessar acent and
investment being made i 
-(d) whether the project is locatedin a frontier area, i.e. in a
reglon adjacent to one or more
other Member Stetest
(dd) backwardness and imbalances
ture
-
t"l otfr"r assist,ance granted by
Community institutions or bythe European Investment Ban-k,
either in respect of the sameproject or for other measuresin the same region. In this way,
Fund assistance will be coordinated
wit,h other Community assistance in
such a !{ay as to promote
comprehensive convergent and
coordinated measures in a given
region and to guarantee, inparticular, consistency between
regional policy and the policy
on agricultural structures.
Amendment No. 26
ARTICLE ]3
paragraph 2 as fol_lows:
2lal lr the case of investments of 2(a)7 million ECU or more, theprovision of Fund assistance
shall be decided upon by the
Commission in accordance withthe procedure provided for i nAzticle 31. .
(b) In the case of investment projects (b)
costing less than 7 million ECU,the Commrssron shafl decide on the
Fund contributions and shal1 informthe Fund Committee of these decisions
takerr 
"
erent Member States
w1Lh a cornmon interest in
I) PT 7" "351/ii,,,.
Amendments tabled by
Comrnittee on Regional
and Regional Planning
Text proposed by
the Comnission
ARTICLE 14
In the case of investments of less
than 5 mill-ion ECU, Member States
shall present grouped applications
at the beginning of each quarter.
These applications sha1l be
submitted on a region-by-regionbasis, with a distrnction being
made between investments in industry,
the artisanat or the services
sector and investments ininfrastructure.
ARTICLE 14
3. In the case of investment projects
costing 5 ntj. l"lion ECU or more,
appl-;ations shall be submittedqi' , ately and shal. I include the
I .rl lowing information:
ARTICLE 14
5. Member States shall give priority'
to the submission of grant
applications in respect of projects
costing 5 million ECU or more.
ARTICLE
The list crI Lrr-o i6.('t s I lrat har"e
received Pund ass i st ant-r. r;ha I I lrt.ptrlrlished every six urtrrrtlrs :rr i lt.'Official Journal of the Eurogrean
Communities. Tt slrall s1:et-if1' t. lrc
nature and location of e6ch pro.l c'1-l
and the amount of i nvestment
i nvolved.
the
PoIicy
Amendment No. 27
ARTICLE 14
amend the first subparagraph of
paragraph 2 as follows:
2. In the case of investments of Less
than 7 million ECU, Member States
shall-present grouped applications
at the beginning of each quarter.
These appl-ications shall- be
submitted on a region-by-regionbasis, with a distinction being made
between investments in industry,
the craft sector or the services
sector and investments in
infraEtructure.
Amendment No. 28
ARTICLE 14
amend the first sentence of
paragraph 3 as follows:
3. In the case of investmentprojects costing 7 million ECU or
more, applications shaIl be
submitted separately and shalL
include the following information:
Amendment No. 29
ARTICLE 14
ggglq paragraph 5 as follows:
5. Member States shall give priority
t-o the submission of grant
applications in respect of projects
costing 7_ million ECU or more.
4rc9s4-_Ne,iq
ARTICLE 15 l_t
gEglg paragraph 2 as follows:
2. Th.e list- of project--s Ehat have
received Fund ass-istance shallbe pr.rblished every sjx months in t,he(-)[rrr.ia1 Journal of the EuropeanCommunities. tt shall specify the
neture and location of each project,
the name of the investor and the
;moffiE-of- i ntEETmdETnvol ve d .
Pr.r 7 b
-3547 i irr "
2.
l6 
-
Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
Text proposed by
the Commission
ARTICLE 16
The Fund may contribute to thefinancing of operations aimed atexploiting the indigenous developmentpotential of the regions that fail
within one of the following
categories:
(a) measures to provide small and
medium-sized businesses,
artisanal enterprises and
rural tourism with facilities
enabling them to expand their
means of action and to have
access to new technology. Such
measures sha11 include:
- operating aids for agencies
compiling and disseminatinginformation on product andtechnological innovations andfor conducting feasibility
studies and projects permittingthe introduction of theseinnovations in undertakings;
- aids for conducting sectoral
studies with a view to providingfuller information on alcess tonational, Conmunity and externaL
markets and aids to encouragethe dissemination of information
concerning the findings of such
studies;
- aids to increase the efficiency
of undertakings by making it
easier for them to obtain
management and organizational
advice; these aids shal1 coverthe expenditure of undertakings
relating to services providedby consultancy firms or bodies;
- starting-up aids facilitatingthe introduction of services tobe used jointly by two or more
undertakings, and covering inpart operating expenditure
relating to the common services;
- aids to promote more effective
exploitation of regional potentialin the field of ruial tourism andrelated to a part. of the operating
expenses of agencies responsiblefor the promotion and coordinated
management of tourist accommodation;
the
Policy
Amendment No. 3I
ARTICLE 16
ggglq as follows:
1. The Fund shall contribute to theflnanci rations aimed at
10ns e
shal.l invoLve !
which
(g)
(q)
financing holding companies;
opening credit lines to local
DanKs i
(c) financing the transfer of
!e@eation
or a patent,s bank to promote the
acquls].tl_on, utlJrzation and
nd
new products, as welIEE-inffi
(a) aid for surveys which will makeffiv-EEeposs]-brI]-t]-es for the local..-deve1ffi
zones whtch mlqht qual_ify for
runo ass]-Stance;
(b) aid for market studies with a viewto provid'iiif-Euller informarion on
access to national, Community and
external markets and to encouragethe dissemination of information
concerning the findings of such
studies;
In doing so, the Fund shall abide
e terms o e programme
contracts an integrate
rations an
tourisn
ora
nance t
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thewithin six months of
ryilh t,he same end in view, the Fund
-...'.....-ffidy, incoI1ffi
(c) aid to increase the efficiency (b)
of undertakings bY making it
eagier for them to obtain
management and organizational.
advi6e; this aid shall cover the
expenditure of undertakings
reiating to services Provided
by consultancy firms and bodiesi
(d) starting-up aids to facilitate
the introduction of services to
be used jointlY bY two or more (c)
undertakings and covering inpart oPerating exPenditure
ielating to the conmon services i
(e) aid to Promote more effective
exploitltion of regional potential
in the field of rural tourism and
related to a Part of the oPerating
expenses of agencies resPonsible
for tfre promotion and coordinated
management of tourist accommodation;
(f) aid for setting up local institutes.=,
Amendments tabled bY the
Committee on Regional PolicY
and Regional Planning
Text proposed by
the Comrnission
assistance for the regional or
tocal authorities in working out
a programme and making the
technical and financiaL
preparations for, and in
implementing, operatlons that
might qualify for Fund assistancei
as well as improving the perform-
anrce,of the agencies called on to
fulfil these tasksi
measures to promote the
establishment and expansion of
small and medium-sized businesses
by providing them with easier
access to the capital market, in
accordance with arrangements to
be adopted by the Council,
acting on a proposal from the
Commission, pursuant to an
implementing regulation.
ARTICLE 18
The Fund may contribute to the
financing of studies closelY
related to Fund operations and
conducted at the request of a
Member State.
researc
nlstar
nfof the regions
rities,
aid,
ARTICLE 17 UNCHANGED
1. The Fund shall Provide assistance ties
in working out a Programme and
making the technical and financial
preparations for, and in implementing,
operations that might qualifY for
Fund assistance; as well as in
improving the Performance of the
agencies called on to fulfil these
tasks.
AmendmenE No. 32
ARTICLE 18
ggpplggglt paragraPh 1 as follows:
1. The Fund maY contribute to the
f inancing of studies cIosel-Y
related to Fund operations and
conducted at the request of a
Member State or of one of the
ions 1oc at-e d- w]=Eii-TEe
1.
nstitu afI recerve referen-
al trea nt as regards award
contrac
receLvLng a
amount
sln resence of t
soc categorles concerned w
av to ascerta ninq the e
1 operates.
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Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
PoIicy Text proposed bythe Commission
Amendment No. 33
ARTICLE 19
amend paragraph 1 as follows:
1. The budget appropriations for thefinancing of a progranme shall be
committed in allocations covering
a period of one year. The first
allocation shall be committed oncethe grant decision has been takenby the Commission. Subsequent
allocations shalL be committed
subject to (5 words deleted)the progressffiffiffime.
ARTICLE 20
Amendment No. 34
ARTICLE 21
ggglq paragraph I(b) as follows:
b) for final payment requests, all the b)information referred to at (a),
with the exception of the last indent,together with:
- the anount actually invested
and confirmation that theproject carried out correspondsto the initial project;
- the date of completion of theproject;
- the number of jobs created or
maintained by a project in industry,the craft sector or the services
sector, to be determined in
accordanEE with uniform CrJteria
the amounts of public expenditure.
ARTICLES 22 AND 23
Amendment No. 35
ARTICLE 24
1. The budget appropriations for thefinancing of a programme shall be
committed in allocations covering
a period of one year. The first
aLlocation shall be committed oncethe grant decision has been takenby the Commission. Subsequent
allocations shall be committed
subject to the budget resources
available and the progress of theprogramme.
UNCHANGED
ARTICLE 19
ARTICLE 21
of public expenditure.
ARTICLE 24
for final payment requests, alIthe information referred to at(a), with the exception of the lastindent, together with:
- the amount actually invested
and confirmation that theproject carried out correspondsto the initial project;
- the date of completion of theproject;
- the number of jobs created or
maintained by a project inindustry, the artisanat orthe services sectori
- the amount
UNCHANGED
ggg4q paragraph I as follows:
I. In the case of measures referred to l.in Articles 7, 12 and 16,
undertaken after the entry into
effect of the revised version ofthe present Regulation, advances
9f yp to 80t may be granted by theFund in the light of the progiess
made in the operations(4 words deleted)
In the case of measures referredto in Articles 7, L2 and 16,
undertaken after the entry into
effect of the revised verlion ofthe present Regulation, advances
o-f up to 808 may be granted bythe Fund in the 1i9ht of theprogress made in the operations
and available budget resources.
con
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Amendments tabled bY the
Committee on Regional PolicY
and Regional Planning
Anendment. No' 36
ARf,ICI.E 25
Igplegg paragraph I with the following:
1. The Comslission shqlf ascertain at tll
Amendnent No. 37
ARTICLE 25
gEglg P,,,.ragraPh 2 as follows:
2. The lvlember States and their#ilcle local authoritresresDona.IDl IOCar En lErel'
and bodies ar.e responarble ronar.lDle l rffi;'oE-EE.t-
Text proposed by
the Commission
ARTICLE 25
Where a measure that has
received a contribuLion from
the Fund has not been
carried out as planned, or if
the conditions imposed bY theprovisions which govern the
measure are not fulfilled,
the Fund's contribution
may be reduced or cancelled
if the Corunission, after
consulting the Fund Committee,
so decides.
Any sums paid sha1I be re;.aid
to the Community bY the I'lember
State concerned or, where
applicable, by the bodY to
which the Fund contribution
has been paid within twelve
months of the date on which
the relevant decision was
communicated.
l,lember States shall rePay
to the Commission the amount
of Fund assistance received
in all cases where national
aid used as the basie for
calculating the amount of
Fund assistance has been rePaid
to the t'lember State concerned
by the investor.
ARTICLE 25
Member States shall make
available to the Commission
all the information necessary
to ensure effective oPeration
of the Fund and shall take all
the steps likeIy to facilitate
such monitoring as the Commission
may deem useful in managing the
Fund, including on-the-spot
checks. They shal1 notifY the
Commission of the cases referred
to in the first subParagraPh of
paragraph 1.
I.
2.
rnea6ur@6
Member States shall nake
available to the Commission
all the information necessary
to ensure effective ol'eration
of the Fund and shall take all
the steps likelY to facilitate
such monitoring as the
Commission may deem useful in
managing the Fund, including
on-the-spot checks. TheY shall
notify the Commission of the
cases referred to in PafagraPhs5, 6 and 5a
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are. mana
ERDF.
Amendments tabled by t,he Text proposed by
Committee on Regional Policy the Commission
and Regional Plannlng
Amendment No. 38
ARTICLE.2S
g!! the following new paragraph:
5a.Operations not comyrleted in
respect of which no payments
have been made for four years
and where no explanation of the
delay has been provided bY the
Member State concerned within aperiod to be determined bY the
Commission, shall be regarded
as operations which have not been
carried out.
Amendrnent No, 39
ARTICLE 25
add the following new paragraPh
-Iilnicn, save for 6;E--Efrd;ffiEiE),
reproduces the first two sub-
paragraphs of paragraph I of the
Commission text):
6a.Where a measure that has received
a contribution from the Fund has
not been carried out as planned,
or if the conditions imposed bY
the provisions whicn gcvern the
measure aie not fulfilledr tl'e
Fund's contribution maY be
reduced or cancelled if the
Commission, after consulting the
Fund Committee, so decides..
Any sums paid shall be repa.-i d
to the Conmunity by the Member
State concerned or, where
applicable, bJ the bodY to which
the Fund contribution has beenpaid within one.month of the
date on whicE-EEETevant
decisionwas cLllrununicated.
Arnendment No. 40
ARTICLE 25
add the following new ParagraPh
(which reproduces the whole of
the third subparagraph of
paragraph I of the Commission
text):
6b.Member States shall repay to the
Commission the amount of Fund
assistance received in all cases
where national aid used as the
basis for calcufating the amount
of Fund assistance has been
repaid tcr the Member State
concerned bY the investor.
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Ar,nendment. No. 41
Amendments tabled bY the
Commission on Regional PolicY
and Regional Planning
Text proposed bY
the Commission
ARTICLE 26
Member States shall, wit,hin three
years of completion of the actions
financed by the Fund, inform the
Commission of the following:
- in the case of investment projectsin industry, tlre artisanat or the
services sector, the number ofjobs created;
- in the case of infrastructure
investment projects costing more than
5 million ECU, the rate of
utilization of the infrastructure
in question, where such information
is available.
AR'IICLE 27
2.The measures referred to in this
Title may differ in whole or inpart from the measures referred
to in Title III. TheY shal1 be
aimed at CommunitY regions and
zoned particularly affected:
- either by recent, serious
problems of irrdustrial decline,
- or by certain CommunitY Policies
or by measures adoPted bY the
Com.rnunity in order to facilitate
the inplementation or to mitigate
the regional consequences of thesepolicies.
ARTICLE 26
ggglq this Article as follows:
Member States shaII, within three
years of comPletion of the actions
iinanced by the Fund, inform the
Commission of the following:
- in the case of investmentprojects in industry, the craft
sector or tbe services sector,
the number of jobs created, to be
determined in accordance with
uniform criteria to be tl-xect DY
- in the case of infrastructure
investment Projects costing morethan 7 mitlion ECU, the rate of
utilization of the infrastructure
in question at the time of
not i f i c at i onl- wh-e-Fe--dffi'-Tn f o rmat i onFffiIeEIe.
Amendment No' 42
ARTICLE 27
g$9!g ParagraPh 2 as follows:
2. The measures referred to in this
Title may differ in whole or inpart from the measures referred
to in Tltle III. TheY shall be
aimed at CorununitY regions and
zones particularlY affected:
- either by recent, seriousproblems of industrial decline,
- or by certain CommunitY Policies
or by measures adoPted bY the
CommunitY in order to facilitate
the implementation or to
mitigate the regional consequences
of these policies,
These measures may not have as their
object the internal reorganization
of declining sectors bY maY, bY
establishin new economic activities
and the implementation of new
technology, promote the creation
of emptoyment in regions or areas
experiencing dif f iculties.
These measures may not have as their
object the internal reorganization
of declining sectors but may, by
establishin new economic activities
and the implementation of new
technology, promote the creation
of employment in regions or areas
experiencing dif f iculties.
the absence
uniE1es becausey natiqllq
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Amendments tabled by
Committee on Regional
and Regional Planning
the
Policy
Text proposed by
the Commission
These measures shalr be financedjointly by the Community and b7
the Member State or States
concerned.
These measures shaLL be financedjointly by the Cor.rnunity and by
the Member St,ate or States concerlied.
.A,RTICLES 28, 29 AND 30,UNCHANGED
tunendment No. 43
ARTICLE 31
ggglg paragraph 3 as follows:
3. The Commission shall take decisions
which shall apply immediately.
However, if these decision are
nt.t in accordance with the opinion
of the Committee, this shaIl(L word deleted) bErr-i6:fEfffi in
tEdEepgr,E ffi']Zfi EEe crcmmissi.on
musE- suEmiET-o- ffie-Eounc]f-
ffidrhe
ntto .Article 35.
ARTICLES 32 33
ARTICLE 31
3.The Commission shall take
decisions which sha11 applyirunediately. However, lf thesedecisions are not in accordance
with t.he opinion of the
Committee, they shaLl forthwith
be cu-mmunicated by the Comrnissionto the Council. In that e1,ent,the Commission sha1l defer
application of the decisions
taken by it for not more than
two months from the date of such
communication. The Council,
acting by a qualified majority,
may take a different decision
within two months.
34 and 35 UNCHANGED
Amendment No. 44
ARTICTE 36
ggggg paragraph I as foll"ows:
1. Before 1 October each year, the
Commission shall present to theCouncil, to the parLiament, to
the, regional- authoritiea
ffinomic
an,A'ETel Committ.ee a report onthe implementation of thls
Regulat.ion during the
prec<+ding year.
tunendment No, 45
ARTICLE 37
ggggq this Article as follows:
ARTICLE 38 UNCT1ANGED
On a proposal from the Commission, theCouncil shall rr:-examine this Regulatlon
within three years of its entry inloforce or. earrier ifffis
a. result. ot the enlargement of the
ARTICLE 36
l.Before I October each yt,ar, the
Commissiorr shall present to theCouncil, to the parliament andto the Economic and Social
Committee a report on the
implementat-:.on of this Regulationduring the preceding year.
ARTICLE 37
On a proposal from the Commission,
the Council shaIl re-examine
this Regulation within threeyears from 1 January L982.
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IV1OTION FOR A RESOLUTION
embodying the opinion of the European Parl-iament on the proposal from
the Commission of the European Communities to the CounciL for a
regulation amending Regufation (EEC) No. 724/'15 establishing a European
Regional DeveloPment Fund
The European Parliament,
- having regard to the proposal from the commission of the EuroPean
Communities to the Council (CoM(8I) 589 final)I,
- having been consuLted by the Council (Doc. L-735/8L1,
- having regard to the communication from the Comrnission to the Council
on ,new regional policy guidelines and priorities' (COM(81) 152 final),
- having regard to the motion for a resolution by Mr Travaglini and
others on the creation of a regionaL development agency (Doc. L-837/811,
- having regard to the report of the Committee on Regional Policy and
Regional Planning and the opinions of the Committee on Budgets and the
Committee on Budgetary Control (Doc. L-61/82),
- recalling the report submitted by the Commission in application of the
mandate conferred on it by the Council on 30 May 1980 (CO!4(81) 300
final ) ,
- whereas in the exercise of this mandate the Community must Iay new
foundations for the 'development of Community policies',
- whereas the elaboration of a new regional policy is indispensable if
this objective is to be pursued,
I. Welcomes the amendments proposed to the regulation governing the
operation of the European Regional Development Fund, but insists
on the need for the Fund's activities to be orlentated towards a
g1obaI policy for promoting balance and progress, to which a
contribution must also be made by the other Community Funds,
particularly the EAGGF, the Social Fund and, in conformity with
Article I30 of the EEC Treaty, the European Investment Bank, as well
as measures initiated by the mechanism for the mobilization of
resources known as the 'New Comnunity Instrument' (ttCI);
- See OJ No. C 336, 23.12.1981
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I2. Believes that only with an annual financial endowment sufficient to
cover these tasks will the Pund be able to contribute to the
creation of a more just Community;
3. Stresses, however, that the problems of competition, particularly
in the peripheral regions, cannot be solved by the resources of
the Regional Fund and that regional policy can only be one aspect
of a Comnunity policy which seeks to promote convergence;
4. Requests that the development of the backward regions and the revival
of those in decline be recognized by the Community as one of the
main objectives of alL the common policies and that steps be taken
to coordinate the Community regional policy as a whol_e with these
common policies and with the economic policies pursued by the
Member Statesi
5. Insists that the regional aspect of the common policies should emerge
clearly fqom the decisions contained in the Community general budget,
which should bring out the regional impact of the various expenditure
policies;
5. Calls on the Commission to promote coordination between the regional
policy and the other cornmon policies when it prepares the preliminary
draft budget, while undertaking a comprehensive assessment of the
total Community resources set aside for remedying backwardness and
imbalances in the regions;
7. Suggests the following criteria and objectives for the regional
policy to be pursued by the Community:
(i) the eliminatj.on of imbaLances is dependent on the
launching of a recovery programme based on improved
output and a reactivatron of demand in the markets of
the weak areas, directed towards local production;
(ii) regional policy schemes must not be aimed simply at
transferring resources, but must rather be concerned
with productive investments, with lirnits being placed
on aid for infrastructuresi
(iii) these investnents must be armed at promoting and
protecting ernployment through a strengthening of
production capacityr particularly in the home
regions of the workers concernedi
"li
- 
,E DE 1e 1eA /G:-
(iv) it is necessary to ensure maximum rparticipation' by the
Local and regional authorities and by the economic and
social bodies with an interest in regional developmentt
(v) the introduction of an adequate selective fiscal policy
at regional fevel should be encouraged;
(vi) suitable arrangements should be made for the transfer of
technologies to assist the weak areas, through holding
companies and a patents bank administered through EEC
institutions, with a view to strengthening the local
development potentiaf of the regions; the creation of local
technological research institutes shouLd also be facilitated;
(vii) regional develoPment should be directed in particular towards
the promotion of technologies for the production of al-terna-
tive energy sources, the protection of the environment
and the improvement of agriculture and fisheries via the
promotion of efficient productive structuresi
(viii) in many structurally weak regions, it is essential to
create alternative employment outside the agricultural
sector to encourage efficient agriculturet
(ix) more effective aid measures should be devised to assist
agriculture in weak areas, the situation of which has
been deteriorating, particularly as a result of the
market policy pursued by the Community;
(x) aid schemes under the Community's regional policy must
be such as to supplement the national- development
progranmes t
(xi) with due regard for the provisions of the Treaty, and
in particular Article 92 thereof, the Community must
endeavour to ensure that national regional policies
are not impeded in the case of lvlember States whose
territory lies outside the areas eligible for
assistance from the quota sectioni
8. Believes that the changes to the Fund proposed by the Commission
represent a first step towards the elaboration of instruments
capable of promoting a regional policy of this kind and declares
itself particularly in favour of the following reguirements:
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9.
- the need for a geographical concentration of aid and an increase
in the financial resources of the non-quota sectioni
- the need to proceed on the basis of programmes and programme
contracts i
- the need to coordinate the Regional Fund with the other
Community Funds and instruments, with particular reference to
the rintegrated operationsr and the progranme contractsi
Calls on the Commission to take account, in its assessment of the
progratnmes submitted, of the extent to which they are like1y to
promote economic convergence between l{ember States;
Recommends that, before taking a decision on the Fund's participation
in the implementation of the programne, the Commission should hoLd
ful1 and public consultations with the regional or local authorities,
as welf as with the economic and social bodies concernedi
Requests that the Commission's proposals be suppJ.emented, with
particular reference to:
- the need for the Fund's activities to be flexibly differentiated
within the confinee of the areas eligible for aid, taking account
of the differences in the severity of intra-regional imbalancesi
- the possibility of providing the Fund with practical powers that
would enable it to perform the functions of a rotating fund for
the purpose of granting loans and those of a development agency
for the purpose of encouraging the local development potential
of the regions;
- the need for the Regional Fund, in its role as a development
agency, in particular to make use of the experience gained by
national regional development agencies and also to disseminate
this to the structurally weak regionsi
- the need for improved coordination of the various Funds and
Community aid instrumentsi
- the need to monitor the implementation of the projects and,
where necessary, to block all financing if a project is not
being implemented in accordance with the specified conditions;
- the need for greater attention to be paid to frontier regions
in the Community both at internal frontiers between Member
States and the particularly disadvantaged regions at the
external frontiers of the Community;
10.
1I.
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13.
12. Expects the Commission to consult Parliament before preparing
the detailed information referred to in Article 8(4) of the
proposal for a regulation;
Calls on the Commission to amend its text in Chapter 3 of Title III
relating to commitments, advances and payments in such a way that
it is not the avaiLability of budget resources which determines
the flow of funds, and to agree with Parliament procedures for
granting advances which are consistent with Parliament's budgetary
responsibilit ies ;
Hopes that the Commission, as well as rapidly implementing the new
rulesr will also consider the ideas being put forward in various
quarters, including Parliament, for more radicaL changes to the
Fund which, while maintaini-ng it intact, seek to make it an
increasingly effective instrument of an integrated and coordinated
development policy;
Requests the Comrnission, with a view to re-examining the matter
at a later date, to consider the posslbility of drawing up, for
the areas assisted by the Fund, an Integrated Development Plan
to provide a frame of reference for the formulation of individual
regional and national development p1ans, and of setting up a
European Develcpment Agency employing technical personnel capable
of making an active contribution to the implementation of the
policies aimed at restoring regional balance;
Invites the Comrnission to adopt these general reforming guidelines
and to accept, in accordance with the second paragraph of
Article L49 of the EEC Treaty, the changes contained in the
amendments to the proposal for a regulation preceding this
resolution, bearing in mind that the European Parliament could
invoke the provisions of Rule 36 of its Ru1es of Procedure;
Requests the Council to apply the conciliation procedure laid
down by the agreement between the three institutions of 4 Ivlarch 1975
and points out that, should the Council propose to depart from the
opinion adopted by Parliament, the application of this procedure
becomes mandatory pursuant to paragraph 4 of the agreement.
r4.
15.
16.
17.
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B.
EXPLANATORY STATE!4ENT
The rapporteur accepts sole political responsibility for any part
of this explanatory statement that is not consistent with the
guidelines on which the amendments to the proposal for a regulation
and the motion for a resolution are based.
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(I) REGIONAI, POLICY CONSTRAINTS IN THE I97OS AND THE CHALLENGE
OF THE 1980s
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(A) Current trends in the Eur economy: imbalances and the resent
cris i s
1. The first report on the social and economic situation of the regions
criticizes the widening disparities rn production and employment between
the regions of Europe during the ten years from 1970 to 1980. The number
of regions with a much lower level of development than the Community
average :-s rapidly increasing, while there is no significant trend towards
the transformation of less favoured regions into devefoped or developing
regions.
The report confirms the tendency towards the strengthening of
economic mechanisms which create imbalances in develoPment growth and
the dominant role which these mechanisms play in policies designed to
restore balance between the Community's regions.
2. The serious recession in the Ivlember States has increased the geographi-
cal extent of the problems of inadequate development to such a degree that
selective intervention of a regional nature is impossible unless demand is
given a boost in order to create the conditions needed for a resumption of
growth in the European economy.
It would be unfortunate if the present recession were to lead the
national governments to continue to attribute secondary importance to the
aims of restoring balance in the Community in the I980s. Indeed the
disparities, because of the differing capacities of regional economies to
adapt and respond in times of crisis, would- ap.proach Limits which might
undermine the whole effectiveness of the Treaty of Rome.
3. The phenomenon of high levels of prolonged unemployment, which has
spread to all the Irlember States and is even to be found in the strong
regions, is evidence of a global crisis, in the midst of which the regional
policy has lost importance both in terms of political priorities and in
terms of the allocation of economic resources.
AII the Member states have promoted a Strategy for restructuring
and converting production in various industrial sectors. Apart from
competing with those aimed strictly at regional development, the measures
deployed in pursuit of this strategy have created yet another obstacle
to the transfer of jobs to the weakest regions.
4. During the zero-growth period from 1974 to 1980, there was an increase
in substitution investment, which makes for rationalization and productivity
gains, but an aggregate fall in the rate of investment in relation to the
national product.
This substitution j-nvestment is almost entirely concentrated in the
central areas, with the result that the amount of investment available to
the peripheral regions has been severely curtailed.
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5. At the same time, the high 1eve1 of integration between the Member
States tends to discourage recovery schemes restricted to the weak regions
in order to avoid balance-of-payments strains and upsets.
In this connection, it is the Member States with the strongest
industrial structures that are responsible for the worsen5.ng imbalances,
since they are in a position to strengthen their own competitive position
on the external markets by taking advantage of a restrictive approach which
favours supply-side at the expense of demand-side policy.
The main reason for their superiority in this respect is that they
can wait for recovery in the regions most gravely affected by problems of
unemployment and inadeguate development, themselves taking such problems
more readily in their stride. The countries which have reflated and find
themselves in balance-of-pa)rments difficulties as a result of the necessary
adjustment mechanisms, pay the price of restoring balance through a
deflationary process which slmply puts them back to square one.
Disparities in regional development thus act as a depressive factor
in countries which have a large number of regions that are underdeveloped
or in decline. This makes them one of_!L" *"=t i*p"rtunt 
"ur -bility in relations between the lvlember States of the Community.
6. Over the next few years, unless recovery measures are coordinated
between the l,lember States and directed primarily towards investment in the
weak regions, the Community is liable to be faced simultaneously with a
rise in inflation and a widening of regional- disparities, or even the
erection of protectionj-st barriers.
The 'traditional' type of recovery, if it were not coordinated
between the Member States and hence straining the exchequers of the weakest
countries, could we11, as in the past, bring immediate and strong pressure
to bear on the exchange parities. This would happen even before the
positive effects were felt by the weakest regions.
Then again, the countries which refrated on their own in order to
secure the maximum advantage would be tempted to protect the domestic
markets as a whore and not just those of the weak regions, with a view to
absorbing through domestic production the greater amount of money available.
In order to avoid these effects, the recovery must be coordinated
and directlv channelled into new investments in the markets that are
weakest and in decline, spreading outwards towards other economic and
geographic regions. consequently, the role and responsibility of the
Community and the regional policies are extremely far-reaching.
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T.ThenecessaryresourcescouldbefoundwithintheEMsandusedto
finance a Iarge-scate ptan of investment in the Mediterranean regions
and in the regions in decline'
ThestrongregionsandthemostprosperousMemberstates,farfrom
remaining net contributors to this higher spending policy and being
excluded from the benefits lnto the bargain, would absorb the demand for
investment and intermediate goods. In this connection, protective
measures could be taken against industrialized countries outside the EEC
which sought to take advantage of the community recovery policy without
making anY contribution to it'
8. If the problem is approached in this way and not, shortsightedly,
intermsofimmediatefinancialreturnsfromthehigherspendingpolicy,
it seems obvious that there would be a reciprocal advantage for the weak
regions and the strong regions, which, might lead to a more equitable form
of integration and complementarity between their markets'
Thespendingpolicyproposedshouldbedirectedtowardsreviving
the productive potential of the weak regions and the local markets in
which there is a sizeable gap between potential resources and utilized
resources.Inthisway,therewouldbealessdirectimpactinstrong
regions and sectors in which there is little room for expansion but which
are in a strong enough market position to absorb the extra money created'
leading to a potentially inflationary situation'
Ifsuchapolicysucceeds,itwillbepossiblebothtocontainthe
negative effects on prices and to restore the productive potential of
the smaller and peripheral markets. In the medium term, these markets
could expand without the need for other kinds of incentives or transfers'
rf it were not possible to achieve this latter objective, every investment
incentive would be transmuted into a form of incomes and consumption aid
for these regions, implemented by an expensive and inappropriate instru-
mentwhichwouldmerelyconfirmtheirstateofdependence.
(B) Causes of llte ional dis rities - s markets and weak markets
g.Itiseasiertoidentifytheeconomicoriginsofandtherelation-
ship between these disparities if we substitute for the concept of a
geographicallyde}imitedareaorregionthatofthetypeofmarketit
represents from the point of view of both production and outlets' taking
into account what types of businesses are present and in what numbers '
The strength or weakness of a region is determined by the economic
operators Iocated there and by the functional links that are established
between them and the region. This analysis of the situation is particu-
larIy useful for identifying the 'economic' causes of the disparities
and the reasons why they are worsening and, consequently, for selecting
the best economic policy for dealing with them'
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I0. The strong regions in a market economy such as we have in EurOPe,
which is heavily dependent on trade and therefore characterized by various
forms of concentration and by a steady growth in exports or imPorts,
usually favour operators on the economicatly stronger and more dynamic
markets. These tend to be undertakings that operate on a multi-regional
and multinational scale in oligopolistic and monopolistic markets in
industry, commerce and banking and in the primary sector' They are able
to erect technological and,/or market barriers to keep out new operators
and to use the strength of their position to expel the weakest operators
from the market and to reduce their capacity for expansion.
Around this structure of economic operators exert'ing a powerful
influence on the market there has developed a network of smaller under-
takings operating on rich 'Iocal' markets and a multi-faceted tertiary
sector closely linked to the sectors they serve. In many cases, the strong
operators use these 'servicesr to extend and consolidate their production
activities.
11. On the other hand, the areas in which operators are able to function
at local or, at most, regional Ievel, restricted to very small market
shares and sectors, are growing weak. Their ability to develop production
is impeded by obstacles to market access and by alt the various forms of
unfair competition and restrictive practices which create inequalities
between different markets and, hence, between different regionc'
In the absence of para11el restrictions to defend local undertakings
on the markets of the weak regions, an increasingly large share of the
available domestic resourcesr geo€rat€d in the region itself or transferred
from outside, is absorbed by external undertakings. In this way, the weak
regions become export markets for the 'strongt producers and the weakness
of a region is afmost always accompanied by a dePendence on external
suppliers.
L2. Some producers in the weak regions are able to resist this situation
because they are to some extent 'protected' by special links with the focal
market or by barriers created by transport costs. At times they are also
able to survive because of the benefits to the locaI economy of the incen-
tives and other forms of support and assistance provided. For example,
they are able to retain small shares of the primary local market, even
while this is being taken over by multi-regional and multinational
undertakings.
13. These strengths or weaknesses of operators located on particular
markets may divide sectors vertically between those that are dynamic
and those that are contracting; or horizontally, both between marginal
undertakings and dynamic undertakings in the same sector and between
more or less remunerative stages within the cycle of production. The
relative strength or weakness of g6s position of underta\lngs on the marrkef
is accentuated bv a ermr1.ar-irre process of concentration and expansion on the
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one hand, and of contraction 
and e>(nrll'si-on on the other' 't'hj-s process has
been a salj-ent feat-rrre of Fluropean and world 
economic integration over the past
twenty years 
-^^r-n6dcaq are refrected above arl in the terms 
of trade
o".,-ll'iH'::,::":":H:::: 
'ii.n," one and rhe same market' thev constitute
betweenthevariousproducersandproductsthedynamicelementoftheprocess
whichgeneratesgrowthontheonehandandaparallelcontractiononthe
other.
L4.Thissystemofeconomicrelationsbetweendifferentmarketsandoperators
ofvaryingstrength,whenterritoriallycircumscribed,acquiresageographical
dimensionuna.o.,f.rsthesamedegreeofproductionandmarketingstrength
orweaknessontheregions,ontheurbanandruralareaswithinthemandon
the areas closest to or most distant 
from the largest markets'
Themainreasonfortheexacerbationofregionaldisparitiesinan
economicsystemwhosegrowthisbasedonmarketintegrationhas.beenthe
pronounced bias in rhe::::"::-*:::::::'l:".i:: :::J-::1:::il:.=:rensthen-
l:il:r;"ll"tll]="":'r::";.'l',,.*,.., impacr rhe crisis has had on the 
dirrerent
marketsandtounderstandtheresultingwideningofthedisparitiesbetween
weak and strong regions over the past decade'
15.Intimesofcrisis,theweakmarketsshrinkdisproportionately.In
otherwords,theyactas,factorsofabsorption.inthevariousStagesof
thecycle.Thestrongoperatorssucceedinshiftingtheeffectsofthe
crisis onto the weakest oPerators'
lntimesofrecession'expenditureisprimarilychannelledinto
restructuring and rationalization projects carried 
out by the most dynamic
oPeratorsintheSectorswiththehighestoutPut.Inthisway,they
strengthentheircapacityforattractingandabsorbingresourcesfromthe
weakest markets, which are consequently 
weakened stirr further' rn times
ofexpansion,itistheSameoPeratorswhoabsorbmostoftheextramoney
availablewhichremainswithintheeconomicallyStrongermarketsandonly
throughthespitlovereffectfindsitswaydown.andeventhenonlyto
a Iimited extent - to the local markets 
with their restricted production
range '
l6.Thetheorieswhichexplainregionaldisparitiesintermsof'compara-
tiveadvantages,(manpower,rawmaterials,economicandsocialenvironment)
oftenreflectastaticimageofeconomicdeveloPmentandattimesconfuse
the causes and effects of underdevelopment'
L7. shortage of manpower is not an t""t:tt-il 
factor in growth' given
thatitcanbeattractedbytheweakestlocallabourmarkets.Asfor
theavailabilityofcapital,thisistransferredfromtheweakermarkets
tothestrongermarketsbecauseofthen'nl:'yieldoninvestmentsinthose
markets' Now that the technological' organizational 
and transport
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conStrainLsoftheproductionproceSslravealmostcomp}eLelybeeneliminatedl
the avairabirity of raw materials is certainly not, in the experience 
of the
leadingcapitalistcountries,fromJapantotheFRG,afactorofspecial
importance for growth'
The'comparativeadvantages'producedbytheorganizationand
technologicalfactorsintheproductionProcesswhichtiethelocationof
planttoasPecificareahavebeensupersededbytheflexibilityachieved
bythetechno}ogiesandproductionorganizationmechanismsinnearlyall
the relevant Processes'
TheSo-caltedcomparativeadvantagesofthesocialandeconomic
environment in the broad sense (infrastructures' culture' managerial
expertise,etc.)reftectadistortedideaofeconomicarowth,bereftof
historicalcontinuity.lfthedevelopmentofaregionisaspontaneous
processandintunewiththeregion's.expectationsandcapacities,a
backward 'social environment' does not constitute a constraint'
.Backwardness.isratheraconsequenceoftheeconomicandcultura]
isolation of a region, which increases its weakncss orr worse' its
dependenceonthetransferofresources.Whenemigrationdeprivesa
communityofitsStrongestandmostresourcefulmembersanditisdivested
ofthenecessaryeconomicmeansforlocalproduction,thenthe,social
environment, created by this Process obviously becomes incompatible with
development and inimical to change'
1g. rsolation of the productive circuits produces a paralleI isolation
oftheProcessesofeconomicdevelopmentandtechnologicalmodernization,
whichdependonproduction.,Backwardnesslintermsoftackofinforma-
tion and knowredge tends to grow worse in direct proportion to the
economicneglectsufferedbyaparticularregionandthusobviously
becomes a constraj.nt, which in some regions may invorve a severance from
the productive culture of the dominant regions'
Whenthesetheoriesarguethatthe'comparativeadvantages'ofa
regionanditsprogresscomparedtootherregionsareattributableto
themarketintegrityandstrengthofaproductivesystem,weareonce
moreconfrontedbyatauto}ogywhichdoesnothingto'explain'the
prevailing disParities'
19.I'lanyexplanationsoftheregionaldisparitiesarebasedonthe
concept of the t integrated productive system'' By this is meant a
productiveStructurewithanextensiverangeofcomplementaryformsof
production which a1lows large economies of scale and economies of
location. To our mind, however' this is not so much the initial cause
oftheexistenceofdisparitiesasaconsequenceoftheprocessof
Iocalization. such integrated structures arise spontaneously within the
strong markets, as an offshoot of the production organization process and'
in particular, under pressure from the diversification and decentralization
processes introduced by the strongest oPerators'
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YourraPPorteuralsofindsunsatisfactorytheexplanationsofthe
causes of the disparities contained in the commission's report on the
social and economic situation in the regions, which identifies differences
inproductivityasthemaincause.Infact,however,thesedifferences
arearesult,orasymptom,ofthedisparitiesratherthanoneoftheir
causes. Furthermore, the idea that the productivity of a regional
productionSystemshouldbeexpressedintermsof'companyefficiencyl
(outputperemployee)isinitselfsuperficialandinsufficient,evenin
descriptive terms, to evaluate its competitive capacities' when used to
explain the widening discrepancies in income such an approach causes us to
lose sight of the preponderance in the regions affected of market mechanisms
which work against the normal rules of 'competition" It seeks' finally'
toimposeitsownviewoftheprinciplesandlogicofmarketcompetition
inabidtoexptainmechanismsandphenomenatowhichinfactithasno
relevance.
20.Inordertoidentifyandclassifysystematicallythevariouscauses
that contribute to the emergence and development of regional disparities,
we might' usefully draw a distinction between local factors, i.e. those
inherent in the economic system, and external factors, i.e. those deriving
from community, national and regional economic policies' The first of these
includeanumberofestablishedmechanismsintheeconomicsystemwhichmight
have an increasingly significant impact on economic development and on the
unevennessofeconomicdeveloPmentasbetweenthevariousnarkets.
These,then,areimportantmechanismswithintheeconomicsystem,
whose negative impact must be corrected at once rather than retroactively
by means of compensatory spending policies which' if they were to be able
to cope with the destabilizing effects of such mechanisms, would have to
redistribute resources on such a rarge scale that they would be seen to
be neither realistic nor appropriate'
TheuseleSsnessofcompensatoryspendingpoliciesisascribableto
thefactthat,whentheexpenditureiseffectedthroughthetraditiona].
channels,itisabsorbedanddistributedbythoseverymarketmechanisms
which reproduce the effects of distortion. The activation of spending
capacities in the local markets alone cannot have a significant impact
on the local mechanisms, which produce imbalances, because these mechanisms
do not operate within a closed system and their 'expansion' is to a Iarge
extent absorbed by the stronger markets (imports from abroad and from the
strong regions of the same country) '
(C) Local factors
(a) DemograPhY
2L.Thefirstofthelocalfactorsthathashadanappreciableeffect
regionalproductivityandemplolrmenttrendsisthedemographicfactor.
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whereas in the 1950s and 1960s (particurarty in areas characterized
by agricultural underdevelopment), emigration largeIy got rid of surplus
labour in the agricultura] sector which was thus able to increase producti-
vity, during the last decade this trend was less apparent' Indeed' in some
cases it was reversed, with excessive demographic pressures being brought
to bear on the rabour force in the weak regions. The labour markets of
these regions have provided reserves of manPower; migration between the
peripheral and central areas has been geared to the labour demands of the
centre and not to the availability of jobs in the peripheral areas'
22.Theotherdemographicfactorofimportancefortheweakregionsis
the rate of growth of the population and the labour force' In absolute
terms, this rate remains considerably higher than in the stronger regions'
This problem, which already existed in the lasL decade, can be expected to
become even more disturbing in the I980s. In certain regions the situation
1t has created may already be regarded as potentially explosive' From 1975
theeffectsofthebabyboomofthelg50sbegantobefeltonthelabour
markets of almost a}l the European countries, producing a very high net
increase in the number of people of working age'
Given the present recession in Europe, this national average increase
has already in itself posed, and will continue to pose, very serious problems
because of the shortage of jobs in the 1970s and the prospects of a contin-
uing shortage in the 1980s'
23. If these probtems are considered carefully in terms of their regional
distribution, it emerges that, aPart from a widespread net increase in all
the areas, the increase in most of the weak regions is more than double
thatofthestrongregions.WhenthisstarkfacLisconsideredinconjunc-
tion with the prevailing state of regional unemployment and with the general
slump in the European economy, the scale of the problem becomes alarminqlv
clear. In this situation, it is essentiar for the regional policy to give
priority in the 1980s to the need for an emptoyment policy directed
primarily towards the weak regions'
(b) Integration and concentration
24.(i)IncreasedeconomicintegrationbetweentheMemberStateshas
improvedtheabilltyofexPortundertakings,whicharealready
completelylocalizedinthestrongregions,topenetratethe
markets of local agricultural and manufacturing undertakings in
the weak regions.
(ii)Thelevellingupwardsofthemarketsharesofmultinational
groups,inboththeindustrialandthecommercialsectors,as
aresultofEuropeanintegration,hasmadeforgreaterconcen-
trationandhlgheroligopolisticbarriers.Ithascausedthe
disappearanceofmanylocalmanufacturingunitsandprevented
theemergenceofnewonesinsectorswheretherewasinthepast
a large number of local undertakings'
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Statisticar data on the situation in many Member States testify
totheseseriousdevelopments.Theyrevealasteadyandsustainedmove
towardsgreaterconcentrationinalargemajorityofindustries,aswell
as in the commercial and banking sectors. The absence of regular and up-
to-dateinformationatCommunitylevelis,however'toberegretted.0n
thesubjectofconcentration,itwouldbeparticularlyusefulif,in
additiontotheinformationonmarketsharesandemployment,dataonthe
geographical aspects of the phenomenon were also made available'
(c) Financial markets and the monetary system
25. Together with the bodies entrusted with the management of the
internationalmonetarySystemandtheregulationoftheEuropeanmonetary
system, the financial markets must bear much of the blame' within the
European and world economy, for exacerbating regiona} imbalances. on
the national financial markets, for example, the resources saved in the
weak regions, instead of being reinvested there, have generally been used
tofinanceinvestmentsontheStrongmarketswhich,bydefinitionarea
lower-risk proposition for the finance companies'
Today,increasedpressureoninterestrateshasfurtheraccelerated,
at both international and nati-onal level, this flow of resources towards
the safer markets. The effect has been to discourage investment both in
the weal< reglons and in those community countries which have a comparatively
larger share of such regions '
26. Where there are balance-of-payments difficulties, the rul-es governing
the processes for restoring equilibrium between countries in d'eficit and
countries in surplus usually calI for a non-selective reduction in spending
by the deficit countries. This tends to have uneven effects' especially
as regards the distribution of investments between weak markets and strong
markets , for which there is an overriding preference. Thus, both the
financial markets and the rnonetary mechanisms do nothing to prevent the
various recessions, whether created by external imbalances or by domestic
factors, from acting to the detriment of the weak markets'
TheintroductionoftheEuropeanmonetarysystem,whichoughtto
have been able to correct some of these adjustment mechanisms for the
benefit of the countries with a proportionately 1arger share of geographi-
cal imbalances and a Structurally weak balance of palrments, has failed
tomakeanysignificantchanges.onthecontrary,ithasseemedseton
closing the door to devaluation as a means of balancing the external
account, in preference to imposing a non-selective squeeze on spending
in the deficit areas.
27. The cumulative effect
and regions in the name of
the disparities wider and
of this systematic penalization of counLries
short-term economic adjustment has been to malce
to strengthen their structural nature' A11 t'his
reinforces the vielv that
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has on1
and unevenly effective in achieving the objective of homogeneous develop-
Eglr-q throughout the Com . On the one hand, a system of interregional
anC international exchanges between markets at different stages of
development has been introduced without any arrangements to protect trade
anc'. financial flows. On the other hand, where it wou,ld have been necessary
to allow the transfer of technologies and specialized manufacturing, free
entry of new unCertakings and hence a strengthening of Iocal markets, thus
putting the system of exchanges on a basis of equality, nothing has been
done.
(D) External- factors
28. In addition to these loca1 factors in the economic system, some of
which have been institutionalized in theory or in practice by the bodies
which regulate the European economy, account must also be taken of a
variety of external factors, which are the outcome of firmly adopted
policies or of the unwanted or unexpected effects of such policies
which nonetheless increase the scale and the gravity of the regional
disparities.
(a) National Sao-lernlg_leUS_ig"_
29. A brief review of some of the principal measures taken by the Member
States oi/er the past decade wj-11 show how they conflict wlth regional
objectives.
(i) The steady contraction of 1oca1 and peripheral markets
compared to the national and, above all, international
markets, has been exacerbated by falling domestic demand
and increased foreign demand, particularly in the
countries with a preponderance of weak areas.
(ii) The whole range of Community and national sectoral policies
and the trade agreements with third countries have neither
encouraged the transfer of plant to the peripheral regions,
nor have they been able to raise output in regions in decline
for the following reasons:
- the Member States have not adhered to the principle of
incentive selectivity based on regional priorities, with
the result Lhat many regions neither defined nor definable
as weak regions on the basis of the Community,s criteria,
have received i-ncentives;
- the 'compensatory' effect of incentives in the weak regions
has been nullified by the concessions of various kinds
granted everywhere in the Community;
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"
-theprocessofrestructuringandconversionincrisis-hit
Sectorshasnotbeen]inkedtothetransferofundertakings
to the weak regions;
- the various supply-side oriented policies to help expanding
SectorSsuchaselectronics,thecomponentsSector,precision
engineering, the energy sector' etc" although widely
introduced at national and Community level' make no
provision to give express preference to weak regions of
the Community in the matter of siting;
-,traditional,regionalpolicieswhichseektocontro}the
avai}abilityandcostofinitialcapitatinvestmenthavenot
provedcapableofguaranteeingthattherecipientundertakings
remain buoyant and consolidate their market position'
(b) Community economic Policies
30.Communitypolicieshavenotgivensufficientimpetustospecific
local:apabilitiesandpotentialfromthepointofviewofproducttypeand
quality and the system of production; on the contrary, the proliferation of
ru1es, regulations and policies imposing product standardization in the
animal-rearingandagriculturalsectors,whichactaSabarrier,keeping
outoperatorsfromperipheralregionsandplacingtheminacompletely
inferior position, can only be regretted'
( i ) T!9-gegse!-eerlestleEel-pelrsv
3l.Theagricultura].sectorundoubted}yhasanimportantbearingonthe
problemofregionaldisparities.Agriculturatunderdevelopment,
especially in the tqediterrall€dl oEeErSl is t,he most serious and widespread
SymptomofaStructuralimbalanceaffectingincomes,productionandliving
conditions within the EEC. It affects about 202 of the total agricultural
labour force in the l,4ezzogiorno alone and, with the inclusion of Greece,
more than 288, representing a total gross product equivalent to approxi-
matelyLTZofallCommunityagriculturalproductioninlgT5.Inboth
absolute and percentage terms, this problem will assume far greater
proPortionswhentheCommunityisfurtherenlargedtoincludeSpainand
PortugaI.
Ouiteclearly,thescaleoftheproblemissuchthatasolution
aimedsolelyatrestructuringtheagriculturalsectorisoutofthe
question. It will be necessary everywhere to transfer labour from
agricu}turetoothersectorslocatedinthesameregion.Giventhe
state of underdevelopment of the regions concerned, the policies so far
implemented have not been able to resolve this problem, and it continues
to be just as intractable in the 1980s'
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32. The situation is aggravated by the urgent need to restore some
sort of balance in terms of employment and income at local level for two
reasons: the difficulties involved in emigrating and, more importantly,
the very serious social upheaval and geological disturbances which have
1ed to an indiscriminate abandonment of the agricultural areas and an
equalty indiscriminate move to urban centres by the people concerned'
Consequent.ly, depJ.oyment of the apprropriate agricultural policy instru-
ments and regional policy instruments presupposes - in this particular
instance at least - the cfosest possible coordination, from the budget
planning stage right through to the imptementation of specifj-c measureg.
At al_1 events, an inadequate agricultural policy could well
jeopardize the entire outcome of the efforts made to restore equilibrium
and the costs of maintaining such a policy far exceed the amount of
the resources spent or saved within the Community's agricultural budget.
33. The impact of the CAP on measures to restore regional balance has
unquestionahly been negative. The system of compensatory amounts
systematically favours continental farming and the larger and more
powerfully organized undertakings on the market. In 1975 and 1977 Lhe
regions of the lkezzogiorno received only about 11% of the funds disbursed
by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. The marketing and price guarantees
have worked to the advantage of the typicalty continental products, while
the production regulations and standards have been used - or, as so often
happens, abused - to erect a barrier to keep out Small producers and,
more importantly, to discourage the cultivation of continental products
in the agriculturalty underdeveloped regions of the Mediterranean. From
1964 to 1977 discrepancies in regional farm incomes increased at Community
Ievef and, more recently, from 1970 to L977, within some Member States as
weIl.
Because continental products are preferred to Mediterranean products,
the degree of specialization and the opportunity to expand the range of
marketable products in the Mediterranean regions have diminished appre-
ciably. on the subject of specialization, it appears that a greater
proportion (56.68) of the principal Mediterranean Products consumed in
Europe come from third countries, while internal supply accounts for most
of the continental products consumed (58.22 ) , notwithstanding the
existence of surplus Mediterranean products.
Fina]ly, even in agriculture a de facto preference has emerged for
the stronger production markets within the Community.
( i i ) Eslcree[gg!-9!-lbe-998tre!]!v
34. The foregoing assessment of the 'dynamic mechanisms' of imbalance,
and, above all, the assessment of the unfair trading conditions created
by the processes of integration of regions controlled by operators with
varylng capacities to influence the markets, if applied to the enlarged
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Communrty, wouJ-d pornt to a worsening of the situatlon for two equally
]-mPortant reasons 
"
Even disregarding the fact that Spain and Portugal are faced with
more acute unemployment and demographic problems than the Community, it
has to be pointed out that the two-tier market situation is already
firmly established in both countries"
35. Even though E.he process of inteqration into the EEC was begun some
time ago, there can be do dorrbt that the removaf of each remaining barrier
could seriously disrupt the structure of dominant locaI undertakings in
the two countries concerned, while undertakings enjoying a dominant
position on the markets are probably already taking fu1l advantage of the
benefits deriving from integration. The net effect, in the absence of
policies capable of promoting productive zones with less control of the
markets, will probably be to widen the disparaties.
36. For the Community's weak regions, particularly the Mediterranean
regions, integration with other weak regions specializlng in the same
forms of production wiIl result in increased competition on the few
markets remaining open to them. on the other hand, enlargement will make
it easier for the stronger operators to penetrate markets and increase
their competitiveness, the effects of which will be felt primarily by t.he
markets of the weak regions.
The more the new regions with areas of speciallzation similar to ttiose
of the weak regions are net importers of agricultural and industrial
products typical of the strong regions, the more keenly will these effects
be felt.
It is these'dynamic'effects rather than the'static' impact of
the larger per capita disparities introduced into the European economy
by enlargement that make the prospects so alarmingly b1eak, in the absence
of adequate corrective mechanisms. Your rapporteur wishes here to place
the strongest emphasis on the need for such mechanisms, which are crucial
for any reform of the regional policy. The enlarged Community will be a
new Community. It will therefore be essential to create new policies,
adapted to the new situation. Among these, particular importance will
attach to the new regional policy, the formul-ation of which should
coincide with the reform of the Fund.
(E) Conclusions
37. Over the last decade, the practical instruments at the disposal of
economic policy, both for effecting expenditure and for coordinating the
relevant national pollcies to ensure respect for regional priorities,
have shown themselves to be totally unfit to cope with the sheer size of
the problem of regional disparaties and with the effects of the mechanisms
that created them.
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Thefactthatitisdifficulttomakeastartonthereformofthe
European regional policy arises from the 
paradoxical situation in which it
finds itself' Wnile the formidable task 
of correcting both regional and
nationa}imba}ancesischieftyitsresponsibility,hithertoithasbeen
denied both the powers necessary to 
give an effective boost to an appropriate
strategy tor Aevetoping the weak regions 
and the means of influencing
decisions on the expenditure of a manifestly 'inadequate' 
budget'
38. In these circumstances' the ERDF 
has up to now been powerless to do
morethanensureaminimalredistributionofCommunityresourcestoassist
those countries with the rargest share of 
backward regions' rn quantita-
tiveterms,theFundhasnotevenbeenabletocorrecttheimbalances
createdbytheregionaldistributionoftheresourcesgrantedbytheEAGGF
GuaranteesectioninapplicationoftheCAP,nottomentionthefinancial
burdenplacedonitbytheever,increasingbackwardnessoftheagriculturally
underdeveloPed regions'
There can be no disguising the
to the management of a tinY Fund and
in economic strategy' under which the
of production is kept under constant
ganger that if the reform is confined
Eir= to bring about a complete change
regional distribution of the resources
control, it will simPIY be a PIoY to
rftic@ capable
conceal the absence of any f*n an. community's executive organsffi problems, for which
and the Member States' governments will be 
to blame'
Thus, in considering the question of the 
reform of the regional policy'
inthecontextofwhichtheERDFmustbesetinproperperspective,itis
necessary to bring out the fundamentar incongruity 
of the pr senL situation'
39. The policies for restoring balance have 
a 'lower threshold of effi-
ciency' which, with the approaching enlargement 
of the Community and the
progressive decline of certain North European 
markets' compels us to
strengthentheeconomyoftheMediterraneanareaandtoreinforcethe
peripheralmarketsoflre}andandtheUnitedKingdom.This.Iower
threshold, also compers us to embark on a radical 
and comprehensive reform
of the economic policies hitherto implemented 
at Community level'
ThiscomprehensivereformoftheCommunity'seconomicpolicymustbe
undertakennotmerelywiththeaimofinfluencingtheamountofthe
resourcesearmarkedformeasurestorestoreba}ance,buta}so,andabove
all, with a view to changing the nature and 
quality of the mechanisms
designed to achieve integration between regions 
and countries'
On the basis of such an approach' a change 
in the economic
rerationship between the central and peripherar 
regions of Europe will
contributepositivelytotheprocessofeconomictransformationmade
necessarybythemostseriouschaltengetoEurope:thedevelopmentof
re}ationsbetweenNorthandSouth,betweentherichcountriesandthe
Poor countries'
- 
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(II) POINTERS AND AIMS FOR COMMUNITY REGIONAL POLICY
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(A) A regional policy to counter the impact- of the crisis in the peripheral
reg ions
40. The regional policy guidelines aim to reduce regional disparities and
to counter the impact of the crisis by strengthening the structures of the
weak regions and not through compensatory transfers of revenue. The weak
regions - the underdeveloped agricultural regions and the regions in
decline - must be in a position to develop production for their weak
regional markets by protecting them from imports from strong oligopolistic
markets. At the same time, they should increase their exports to developed
centres. Productive investments, profitable and capable of creating jobs,
are thus what is needed in the peripheral regions.
4L. A region or a group of regions helped and protected by appropriate
administrative and fiscal measuresr ought to be able to develop dynamic
industrial, agriculturar and tertiary sectors, including not just those
branches where output and exports can be increased, but also large, medium-
siZg9_qn9_Sllq[_g-4S4gL1ngg. A dynamic regional sector will thus comprise
a whole range of undertakings, including smal1 and medium-sized undertakings
which also have a role to play because they are required to deliver goods
and services to the large undertakings. These large undertakings will
Pass on their innovations to the smal1 and medium-sized undertakings, a
process that wilI necessitate the establishment of a specific organizational
framework. The small and medtum-sized undertakings in a dynamic regional
sector of this kind are.likely to create relatively more employment than
large undertakings. Moreover, such a sector will produce spin-off effects,
especiaJ-1y the multiplier effects of employment and revenues. Given these
circumstances, it will be possible to exploit the local potential of the
peripheral regions.
42. The fact that migration between regions (which has been an important
factor in reducing disparities) has slowed down and even come to a complete
halt and that during the 1980s there will be a very large number of young
people looking for their first job in most of the disadvantaged regions,
makes employment the priority aim of regional policy.
Even if there is almost unanimj.ty on employment policy at the
regional policy level, the same cannot be sai.d of E.he national economic
policies of the community Member states. Giving priority to emproyment
will not have a significant impact unless the regional policy is
accompanied by coordinated national employment policies. The preconditions
for an effective employment policy do not as yet exist at national level
in all the Member states. The resources availabre under regional
policies at national and community level are insufficient to make up
for the l-ack of coordinated national employment policies.
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43. Increased productivity in the weak regions is considered an important
regional policy aim. Appropriate technologies should be provided, especially
for small and medium-sized undertakings, in order to stimulate the loca1
development potential of the regions. It should be pointed out, however, that
the deceleration in growth in al1 the Community Member States, which has also
affected the weak regions, increases the risk of a conflict between the two
fundamental aims of higher employment and greater productivity. It is quite
possible and probable that when output is rising more slowly, productivity
gains exceed the growth of production, resulting in higher unemployment.
It would therefore be desirable, from the point of view of the employment
policy to be pursued in the weak regions, to ensure that measures to increase
productivity are accompanied by measures to increase output.
44. In order to promote a policy of increased productj-vity wrthout decreasing
employment, there would al-so have to be a reflationary policy. As i-n the
case of employment policy, this reflationary policy woul-d have to be
regionalized and therefore based on regional- programmes, which calls for a high
degree of coordination. Such a regionalized refLationary policy would also
benefit the strong regions, which would receive a share of the orders placed by
the weak regions. It would be useful to have more statistical data available
on the effects of such a policy.
In order to ensure the maximum devel-opment effects in the weak regions, it
j.s nevertheless essential to increase regional involvement in the formulation
and imptementation of projects. This would guarantee a higher level of
employment and increased revenue for the peripheral regions and a reduction
of i-mports from the central regions. A reflationary policy geared to the
needs of the peripheral regions is certainly, at least to some extent, a
demand-oriented policy. In fact, however, reflation would be achieved
primarily by means of investments in the peripheral regions, which obviously
means that. the policy would also be supply-oriented.
45. An effective regional policy would have to have the support of the
communities involved. The outmoded social hierarchies which continue to
exist in many weak regions might to some extent impede the changes needed
at regional IeveI, especially where change was liable to erode their
privileges. If obstacles are to be avoided, especially in agrlculturally
underdeveloped regions, the mobilization in rural areas of public support
for the regional policy would seem necessary, i-f not indispensable- This
would have to be achieved not only via the organs of representative
democracy, but also through direct consultations with the representatives
of workers, farmers, employers, socio-professional groups and pressure
groups. Public hearings could be organized as a suitable forum in which
the peopJ-e concerned could voi.ce their opinrons.
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(B) Administrative measures
46. The desire to solve the problem of restoring balance between the
Community's regions by revenue transfers is neither realistic nor
desirable, because t-his method creates economic and political obligations
which conflict with the Community's aims. Rather, there should be a
transfer of production and employment to the weaker regions
end, three types of measures might be envisaged:
To this
administrative measures,
fiscal measures, and
financial aid (especially from the Fund)
These three types of measures should be incorporated i-n a clear
and comprehensible manner in the respective regional programmes. It
should be possible to evaluaLe their impact in all cases of Fund
intervention.
47. 1n the case of administrative measures, the responsible Community
institutions, in agreement with the appropriate authorities in the
Member States, should negotiate with bransnational firms with a view
to channelling their investments in accordance with regional prograrnmes
and priorities
Adminj.strative measures should be taken to induce public and semi-
public undertakj-ngs to plan their investment on the basis of regional
prc,grdrrm€s and priorities. In addition, the public and semi-public
undertakings of the central regions should be persuaded to channel part
of their investments into the weak regions.
(C) Fiscal measures
48. The weak regions need a measure of protection for their weak
markets. This should be similar to the kind of protectj_on afforded
by councries which devalue their currencies. The effect of devaluation
is to make exports cheaper on the foreign markets and imports dearer on
the domestic markets, thus attracting foreign investment. A somewhat
similar situation could be created by an appropriate fiscal policy.
For example, the introduction of different rates of value added tax
could reduce the price of goods produced by the weak regions.
SimilarIy, reductions in income tax could boost internal and
external- investments in these regions.
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(D)
49. The transfer of capital and therefore of advanced technology and
skilled labour to the weak regions could be encouraged by suitable fiscal
measures. A regionalized fiscal policy is possible through suitable
adjustments to direct and indirect taxation regulations. For instance,
capital investment could be attracted to the weak regions by the intro-
duction of graduated relief on j-ncome tax payments. This measure would
be additional to the many forms of regional and municipal aid which are
granted to attract investors, but which also exist in the relatively
prosperous regions. With a view to securing greater advantages, the
oligopolistic undertakings often make the regional and municipal
institutions compete against each other. This practice ought to be
prevented by a coordinated regionalization of fiscal Policy.
50. Skilted labour should be encouraged to remain or to settle in the
weak regions by partially exempting the workers concerned from income
tax and taxation on salaries. Such a measure might also boost training
programmes for workers in the peripheral regions' provided that it
contains the requisite technical provisions.
51. Value added tax could be regionalized by introducing different
rates to assist products exported by the weak regions. The latter would
thus find themselves in a relatively protected position comparable to that
of a country which devalues its currency with a view to increasing its
exports.
However, major technical problems stil] have to be resolved before
a policy based on different rates of value added tax could be perfected.
Financial measures
52. The restoration of balance between the regions of Europe ca]ls for
a massive redistribution of resources. The efforts made in the 1950s
to bring about a narrowing of regional disparities were far from successful
because of insufficient resources. The widening of these disparities
during the crisis of the ]970s continues and wilI doubtless continue
throughout the 1980s unless fundamental changes are made to the regional
policy. Hence the need for a very substantial increase in the financial
resources available and for a reappraisal of the financial measures taken.
53. Since the priority aim is to combat unemployment, productive
investments which are profitable and able to create jobs are essential
in the peripheral regions. Such investments could be financed from
credits bearing 1ow rates of interest and with appropriate interest
rebates.
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The many aids and subsidies which are alI too freguently granted
on a non-returnable basis should, at Ieast in part, be converted into
refundable credits. such a change would call for a number of
institutional reforms.
There arg, however' a number of infrastructure projects and
feasibility and market studies which could partially and usefully be
financed on a non-repayable basis. Steps would have to be taken to
ensure that they clearly contributed to the effectiveness of the
inyegtment to which, moreover, they would have to be directly related.
54. SmalI and mpdium-sized undertakings in the periPheral regions have
seriou5 difficulties in financing their productive investments. To
enable them to expand their activities and create jobs, it is essential
that they be gpanted ipvestment credits. One effective ;nea4s of
providipg ttrre npcessary finance would be to grant credit lines to local
banhg; which in tgrn would grant investment credits to the smal1 and
medium-sized undertakings. In effect' the local banks would be
managing atrevolving fund', since they would be in a position to grant
new credits from the staqgered repayments of earlier credits'
55. Within the framework of the regional programmes, joint ventures
might be ogganized between private investment companies established
tocally and others situated in the central regions. Such joint ventures
might be regarded ag a special insttrument for the transfer of technologies.
They could be organized in such a way as to aPply to public investment
concerns as well or to combine investment resources from both Lhe public
and the private sectors.
55. Joint ventures between investment companies in the cenlral regions
and perip[eraL regions cou]d also be organized by 'holding companies'.
A hotding cempany coutd acguire shares in a regional firm, supply it with
additional capital and subsequently re-se1I the shares to private firm6.
In such cases, suPPl-ementary measures should be taken by the holding
company to facilitate the transfer of technologies.
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(III) POINTERS AND AIMS E'OR THE NEW
FUND REGULATION
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(A) A possible role for the ERDF during the crisis
57. On the evidence of the situation obtaining in the regions and in the
peripheral regions in particular, the reassessment of the regional policy
prompted by the crisis is certainly overdue. In terms of volume, the
impact of the ERDF during the crisis period has been negligible, and it
seems unlikely that this situation wilI change in the near future.
The resources aflocated to the ERDF have
increased at current prices in recent years.
much reduced the financing capacities of the
hence the need for a considerable increase in
certainly been substantially
Against this, inflation has
Fund at constant prices:
i-ts overall endowment. The
ERDF musq be abl"e to play its part in a policy capable of checking the
crisis and eliminating regional disparities.
58. Like the other instruments associated with the regional policy, the
Fund has tended to attach most importance to infrastructureq. However,
in the face of the present crisis, this policy should shift the emphasis
towards productive investments which are profitable and capable of creating
jobs. Infrastructure projects have to some extent 'moved aheadr of the
productive investments earmarked for them, a state of affairs which has
undoubtedly been aggravated by the crisis. Productive investments must,
therefore, make up for lost time. One advantsage of such investments is
that they are economically sound. Another is that they can be financed
from credits and bear a rate of interest which is proportionaf to their
actual economic efficiency. Consequently, the ERDF must be provided
with financial instruments capable of financing productive investments
and creating jobs.
59. The system of non-repayable subsidie, aids, etc., is liable to
result in the Fund's resources being squandered on projects that are
neither economically viable nor capable of creating jobs. Indeed,
by a diffuse process that could easily escape detection, such financial-
aid could, simply become a source of income to its recipients. Moreover,
in view of the prevailing social inequalities and the archaic power
structure of the peripheral regions, it is to be, feared that the poorest
classes might receive litt1e or nothing at aI}.
A system of financing based on refundable credits at a given rate
of interest has the advantage of directing the Fund's resources towards
projects that are economically viable.
60. Faced with the very serious social and economic situation in several
regions of the Community, the Fund is called upon to play a role which is
bound to surpass its very modest financial resources. Its function should
be to bring regional problems out into the open and it should resist all
attempts to justify the inLolerable socio-economic problems that prevail
in the disadvantaged regions. For this reason too, within the context
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of quoLa and non-quota finance, it should on no account be used in
association with regional policies which are not suited to the purpose,
but are put forward at national level in certain Member States. Instead,
it should seek to acquire responsibilities that are understood and
acknowledged by the communities concerned, as well as by the competent
regional, national and European authorities. Recognition of these
responsibilities is essential if it is to be able to justify an
expansion of its activities to cope with regional problems that are
undoubtedly getting worse.
61. It appears that there is a certain pressure for decisions at all
leveIs to be taken democratically. The Fund administration should take
heed of this and not only confer with national and regional political
representatives on the integrated operations and programme contracts, but
also hold direct consultations with the communities concerned, e.9. bY
organizing public hearings.
62. Owing to the effects of the crisis in the peripheral regions,
environmental considerations are aI1 too often overlooked. The Fund
administration should ensure that the 'programmes' or rintegrated operationsr
submitted take due account of essential environmental needs.
(B) Two reforms for the ERDF
(i) lbe-eree!1e!-e!-e-revelvi!e-Egqd
53. If, as is possible, the Fund administration becomes a rdeveLopment
agency', the ERDF is like1y to take the form of a revolving fund. This
would mean that a considerable portion of the Fund's resources would
be refundable and not granted on a repayable basis. Aid would be granted
in the form of a loan to be refunded on a fixed date and bearing an
appropriate rate of interest. Part of the Fund's expenditure on infra-
structure projects and, in particular, on industrial projects could take
the form of credits. The existence of a rate of interest would to some
extent guarantee that the credits granted by the Fund were channelled into
profitable investments.
Reimbursement of the sums granted on credit would provide the Fund
with a working capital which wouLd steadily increase over the years. If
credits were reimbursed in instalments, which is the normal practice, the
Fund would be in a position to finance new credits as the instalments were
received, thus increasing its financing capacities ('revolvingt effect).
Part of the working capital could be used to increase the size of
the non-quota section.
64. The rprogramme contracts' and I intsegrated operations' envisaged by
the proposed new regulation could also include 'segments' financed by
credits refundable at an appropriate rate of interest.
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Furthermore, the Fund administration could open credit lines to local
banks to finance investments smalI and medium-sized undertakings in the
peripheral regions. Responsibility for
would then pass to the local banks' The
a relativety low rate of interest, would
these banks.
administering the'revolving fund'
amount of the credit line, bearing
nevertheless have to be refunded by
( ii ) Arg-le-belersg-qsspe4i99
65. The Fund administration could make financial commitments to holding
companies, which in turn would acquire shares in firms located in the
peripheral regions. After a certain time, these shares could be
relinquished and other shares bought in other firms. In this way, firms
situated in the peripheral regions would find it easier to gain access to
the capital markets.
The Fund admi-nistration's commitment to the holding comPanies could
take the form of a non-rePayable loan. However, this is not to be
recommended since, in the ]ast resort, the loan could be used to offset
the losses frequently incurred by holding companies. Consequently, the
Fund administration's commitment should perhaps take the form of a credit
bearing a low rate of interest. Since this credit wouLd have to be
repaid, it would clearly be in the holding comPany's interest to invest the
Fund's working capital in viable undertakings'
(C) The problem of coordination
66. The Community's regional policy shoutd be coordinated with the
other economic policies and measures at three separate levels.
At the first Ievel, there should be coordination between the Community's
regional policy and nationaf economic policies - whether they be of a
,regional' nature or designed to stimulate sectoraf growth and employment -
without reference to geographical consideratl-ons. Coordination with the
Member States at this levet is essential to ensure:
- overall consistency between Community and national economic activities;
- the effectiveness of regional policy at both Community and national
Ievel.
As has already been noted, the failure in the Past to coordinate
these activities has caused serious conflicts between the various
objectives of sectoral restructuring and the restoration of balance
between the regions. This has happened both in the countries with
predominantly strong regions and in some with a preponderance of weak
regions.
61. At the second level, there should be coordination between the various
instruments of the Community's policy.
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Herertoo, the results have hitherto been l-ess than satisfactory.
We have seen, for example, that the regional impact of the agricultural
policy has been biased in favour of the strong agricultural regions.
Consequently, coordination must continue to be the central objective of
those engaged in reforming the two Funds and Community policy in general.
58. The third level of coordination concerns the internal operation of
the ERDF. Efforts should be made to achieve more effective coordination
in the frrancing of different projects, based on specific objectives and
clearly defined programmes.
59. The proposal for a regulation recommends new and original instruments
for achieving these various coordination objectives. At the first level,
it proposes amongst other things that the national governments should
regionalize the central government capital account budget and submit
details of all expenditure effected throughout the national territory.
The effectiveness of this constructive proposal, with its inherent
difficulties, clearly depends on the willingness of Member Stat.esr
governments to pursue the objectives of restoring regional balance at
Community leve1 and to accept the constraints they impose.
At the second and third levels, the proposal for a regulation once
again recommends the regional programme as an instrument of policy. In
our opinion, both the formutation and, more especially, the use made of
such programmes need to be radically changed, particularly by those
countries which benefit most from the Regional Fund.
If the regional prograrnmes (which should contain a detailed account
of the main investment projects and of all direct government intervention)
were to be effectively coordinated, provision should be made for their
implementation to be inspected at least twice annuaIIy. If iL became
apparent that the management of these progralnmes was incompatible with
Community policy, the Commission should reserve the right to suspend the
financial aid granted or to be granted in the region or regions concerned.
70. 'Programme contracts' and 'integrated operations' are proposed at
a means of achieving the third level- of integration. In both cases, a
coherent set of projects should be submitted, all or some of which would
then receive an appropriate amount of aid from the Fund.
The amount of planning required by these instruments seems consider-
able and must be seen as an important improvement on the situation that
obtained previously, rirhen the Fund was used for redistributing resources
on a limited scal-e between Member States. Even so, the two instruments
concerned appear to be insufficiently differentiated, while the means of
achieving coordination with the other Community funds via the programme
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contracts seems inadequate, since the involvement of these Funds should
be spelt out in the programme contracts from the outset, at the drafting
and negotiating stage. It is hardly reatistic to assume that the
progralme proposed at national level could contain a detailed estimate
of the various possible sources of Community financing'
(D) The qeoqraphical scope of ERDF financing
: :r. In the proposal for a regulation the non-quota section is increased
from 5E to 209. The effect of this would be to enhance the Fund
administration's decision-making powers, since the non-quota section is
applicable to all regions of the Community. This increase is justified
by the fact thaL pockets of underemployment may exist even in the central
regions or else appear when a region is reclassified (from level 2 to
]evel 3). A timited number of central regions could in future qualify
for assistance, although the Fund's chief function must continue to be
to aid the weak regions, as much from the non-quota section as from the
quota section.
j2. In the proposat for a regulation the quota section is no longer
regulated on the basis of national criteria, but on the basis of regional
criteria. This is unquestionably a step in the right direction. Tf we
adopt the proposed increase to the non-quota section and assume the Fund's
endowment to be at its 1980 level, we arrive at the following changes:
- France could lost substantiatly, since the proposal for a regulation
grants only a smalL percentage for its overseas departments and
territories. The regions of the FRG would cease to be eligible for
Fund assisLance.
- The sma11 Member States (Betgium, Luxembourgr and the Netherlands)
could also lose out, though not to any great extent. Under the oId
regulation their allocation has been approximately lt. fn cash terms,
however, this percentage has invariably been too small to finance a
prograflrme contract or even a large-scaIe project. They could submit
integrated operations for financing from the new non-quota section
and thus substatially improve their position.
- taking thetregionalization of the quota' and the Fund's present size
as a basis, the position of Italy and the United Kingdom would slightly
improve, while that of Ireland and Greece would remain unchanged.
(E) The 'programme contracts' and 'integrated operations'
73. Articles 7, 8, 9 and 10 give a very precise definition of the
content of the'programmes'which the Fund shoutd finance in place of
the more or less isolated investment projects (Article L2 et seq. ) .
The integration of specific projects into a programme would undoubtedly
be an improvement, although considerable difficulties might have to be
surmounted along the way. fn defining the 'programmes', the Commission
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does not explicitly refer to the need to coordinate the work of all the
institutions which together formulate a 'programme' or jointly finance
it. This it should do. Similarly, it should submit at the earliest
opportunity a specimen 'programme contractr, specifying its lega1 status.
74. Article 29 spells out the meaning of the rerm rintegrated
operation'. The formal definitions given are admittedly cIear, but
there is every likelihood that in practice, notwithstanding the fact
that the Fund's rate of contribution may be up to 808 for therintegrated
operation' and up to 50? for the'programme', the difference between the
two will be a purely semantic one. It is to be recommended that the
rintegrated operation' shoul-d al-so be given a contractual form. In the
light of the initial experience gained, a decision should be taken as to
whether it wouLd be more expedient to combine the 'integrated operationr
and the 'programme contract' into a single scheme.
75. Article 11 of the proposal fixes a transitional period and lays
down the conditions that are to apply for its duration. These conditions
could, howeverr pose a major threat to the successful apptication of the
new regulation. Article 9(1) stipulates that the 'programmes' must be
submitted by the Member States. To submit 'programmes' or, better stiII,
'integrated operations' rather than investment projects (ArticIe 12)
wouLd to some extent be to the advantage of the Member States. Never-
theless, it should be borne in mind that the formulation of 'programmes'
which dovetail satisfactorily with the regional programmes of the Member
States may meet with considerable difficulties in certain peripheral
regions. Consequently, the Pund administration should acquire, through
a practical system of coordination, the powers necessary to initiate
'programmes' and to assist with their formulation.
76. Article 7(3) rightly stipulates that 'state aid schemes for
industry, the artisanat or the services sector shall be financed in
respect of economically sound activities thaL create or maintain jobs,.
It is activities such as these in the'programmes'submitted that could
be fj.nanced from interest-bearing refundable credits rather than from
non-repayable Ioans.
(F) The exploitation of 1ocal development potential
71. The whole of Article L6, which covers the financing of 'l_ocal
development potential' , is drafted in an extremely vague and inappropriate
manner, suggesting that the Commission has no cfear idea of the concept of
'1oca1 potential' or of ways and means of stimulating and encouraging it.
On a more general pIane, it is hard to appreciate why the kind of
fj.nancial- resources earmarked in the preceding articles for programmes
and investment projects should not be just as readily earmarked for
promoting local development potential. The proposal draws a kind of
di.stinction here for which there is no clear explanation.
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78. It must therefore be assumed that in most of the disadvantaged
reEions loca1 development capacities, though little recognized, exist in
rnany different forms. If these capacities are to be properly exploited,
a rdnge of suitable and varied instruments must be introduced, especially
in agriculturally underdeveloped regions. It is by no means certain
that the measures proposed in Section 3 woul-d be rea11y capable of
exploiting local development capacities. The studies envisaged would
today have to relate to a very specific type of market. It is often the
case that operators not located in the disadvantaged region, and therefore
attached to the oligopolistic sector, are present on such a market.
Consequently, the Community must satisfy itself that the measures proposed
in Article 16 are able to have a genuine impact on what the proposal
calls 'indigenous development potentia]'. This seems hardly feasible
unfess the Fund has sufficient resouibes at its disposal to exploit
directly Lhe potential that supposedly exists. In addition, the
communi-ties directly concerned shbuld first of at1 be consulted on how
best to utilize local development capacities. Once focal opinion has in
been canvassed, efforts shoul-d bb madE to mobilize support in the rural
areas.
'79. In its present form, Article 16 also lends itself Eo the following
criticisms:
(i) to embark on sectoral studies would be a mistake from the start
because the sectors are not homogeneous statistical entities, which
means that each study would hai/e to contain special marketing
surveys of literally thousands of products;
(ii) aid for the creation of common services would certarnly be useful;
however, rather than existing in the abstract, such aid could be
more profitably included in the programme contracts and linked to
precise surveys of undertakings' requi.rementsi
(iii)the pr:-nciple of coordination should also be respected by the
Fund administration, which shoi:ld coordinate its actlviti6s with
those of the national and regional agencies responsible for
assistj.ng undertakings (e.9. IASM in ltaly);
(iv) the measures proposed for the transfer of technology seem
unrealistic in terms of concrei:e resultsi the proposal to set up a
patents bank seems far more constructive.
(G) The problem of the spread of new technologies
80. The transfer of technology should be ctosely bound up with measures
to promote locar development potential. The new technologies cannot
be instrumental in boosting growth unless they are adapted to the
uti-lrzation capacities of the communities to which they are transferred,
as well as to local expectations and production patterns. The most
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difficult problem is to find a common denominator between the spread of
new Lechnology und local development potential, in order to ensure that.
such potential is fostered and not extinguished.
The capacity for change, which depends on research and development
on the one hand and on a high level of sustained production on the other,
tends to be confined to the stronger regions and to the larger under-
takings. on the weak markets specializing in 'traditional' forms of
production, the factors making for devetopment and change are generally
negated by a poor market organization which prevots them from being
adequatery financed and used on a worthwhile productive scal_e. often,
a large part of the scientific and applied research geared to the
development of technological innovation in strong sectors is financed by
the state banks.
81. What 1itt1e experience there has been of transferring technological
innovation from the centre to the peripheral regions has had the effect
of attracting to those regions traders who have no links with the 1ocat
economic system, groups of self-sufficient operators who survive
precisely because they are compretely separated from the system. The
effects have been very damaging.
A policy for the transfer of technology should therefore be geared
to the situation of the weakest regions and to their specific requirements.
It is necessary to identify the actuaL and potential development capacities
of a region and then to evaluate iLs abilit.y to absorb new technologies
and adapt to change. Additionally, an assessment should be made of the
readiness of the owners of the new technologies to agree to their transfer
and on what terms. It ls in this way that a measure of interdependence is
established on the market between strong operators and weak operators.
rn this connection, the committee on Regional policy could perhaps
bring the weight of the European community's political and economic
authority to bear on the operators controlling these technologies with a
view to having them placed at the disposal of operators in the weak
regions.
82. In view of the above observations, the Fundrs activities shoul_d be
directed to\,rards publicizing the interests of the smarl and medium-
sized undertakings and promoting l-ocal development potential. Experience
has shown that the demand for such services varies very considerably from
one undertaking to another. consequently, the transfer of technology is
either linked to some specific development strategy such as might appear
in the regional or national programmes, or else associated with the
'programme contracts' and i.nvestment aid in the manufacturing, craft and
services sectors.
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83. In the face of this situation, a publicity campaign should be
mounted and financial resources allotted for the establishment of:
(i) a patents bank to facilitate the transfer of technology to local
small and medium-sized undertakings. The task of this bank would be
to disseminate information on the more advanced technologies likely
to meet the specific requirements mentioned above. It would also
purchase the relevant patents and place them at the disposal- of
undertakings located in the weak regions. It would partially
finance the transfer of technologies and help in every other
possible way to forge the necessary links between undertakings of
different sj-zes and with varying capacities to influence the
market. It would operate as a rtechnological agency' and could
become the rnstrument needed to establish proper links and conduct
satisfactory negotiations, in the interests of the weak regions, with
the industrial groups which, in the last analysis, control the
transfer of technology.
StiIl with a view to the specific requirements mentioned above, the
Fund could also finance:
(ii)
studies aimed at preparing the prograrnme contracts and identifying
the locaI development potential of individual regions;
marketing studies;
feasibility studies;
other forms of aid.
84. As regards point (i), attention should be drawn to the possible
multiplier effect of purchasing patents, the benefits of which could
extend to severar undertakings in several regions. The amount of the
expenditure to be allocated shoutd therefore be determined in the light
of this multiplier effect.
The Fund could bear the total purchasing cost if there was such an
effect, or onry part of the cost if such an effect was not anticipated
or not possible.
As regards point (ii), the rates and the financing procedures
specified in Article 17(I) (paras. d, b, c and d) could be maintained.
(H) Technical and administrative support from the ERDF for the weak regions
85. while alL the pr:oposals in the new regulation may be considered a
step in the right direction, it is arguable that the very considerable
difficulty of translating them into reality has not been truly grasped.
The Fund must be given the resources needed to match the aims of the
regional policy.
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It has to be in a position to provide sufficient aid for
,programmes', 
'integrated operations' or even investment projects and
to assist with their implementation'
The Fund administration must therefore carefully reassess its
staffing needs and increase its present staff complement as quickly
as possible. Alternatively, thought might be given to the possibility
of using outside services. At all events, during the initial, crucial,
stage of application of the new regulation, it is absolutely essential
for the Fund to be abte to operate with the maximum administrative
efficiency in view of the magnitude of its tasks'
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OPINION OF THE COIqMITTEE ON BUDGETS
Draftsman : Mr NOTENBOOIvI
On 18 October 1981 the Committee on Budgets appointed Mr I{OTENBOOM
draftsman.
It consirCered the draft opinion at its meetings of 26/27 January and
24/25 February 1982 and at the latter meeting adopted it by 15 votes to 2
with 4 abstentions.
Present: I'1r Lange, chairman; Ivlr Notenboom, vice-chairman and drafts-
mani Mrs BarbareIIa, vice-chairman; Mr Adam (deputizing for I4r Balfe)r
Ivir Arndt, Mr Balfour, Mr Barbagli, Mrs Boserup, Mr Brok (deputizing for
!,lr K. Schdn),Mr Croux, Mr Georgiadis, l4r Gouthier, I*1r Herman (deputizing
for ivlr Ryan), Mrs Hoff , Mr Jackson, Mr l(e11eLt-Bowman, Mr Orlandi,
Mr Newton-Dunn, Mr Price, I'1r Simmonds and I'1r Simmonet.
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1. The Regional Fund was established in 1975I as a Community financial
instrument designed to contribute to the development of the less-
favoured regions. The basic Eund regulation was fi-rst amended in)tg18/79". This review was a lengthy process: the Commission first
submitted its proposal on 3 June 1977 and consultations took place
between the Council and Parliamenl on 24 JuIy 1978 and 17 October L978,
but the Requlation itself was not adopted until 6 February L979 when the
Council also adopted a resolution concerning the guidelines for Community
regional policy3. Apart from improvements in the management of the Fund,
a rearrangement of national quotas and greater flexibility in the rules
relating to infrastructure projects, Parliament was also interested in
the f ollowing asPec'-s:
the entry of the Fund appropriations in the budget, and
the introduction of a non-quota sector which was, however, restricted
',o 5E of the Fund's resources and governed by very roundabout
implementing Procedures .
On ihat occasi.on,i the Council undertook to'take very sPecial account of
the wishes of the European Parliament' in the subsequent review.
2. The Commission has now submitted a new proposal for amendments to the
ERDF basic regulatiorr4. This review is an important element in the
implementation of the t4andate of 30 May 1980 with respect to the restruct-
uring of the budget.
3. The proposed amendments concern:
(a) the definition of rules governing the coordination of regional
poI ic ie s
The principle behind this coordination was set out in the Council
resolution adopted when the ERDF regulation was amended in 1979. A
rule is now embodied in the regulation which requires periodic
reports to be submitted on the social and economic situation and on
national regional policies, and regional development prograrunes in
respect of aII regions for which aid from the Fund is requested-
Icouncil Regulation (EEC )No.724/'1 5 of
2council Reguration (EEC )No'2:-4/79 of
A coordinated version of the amended
c 36,9.2.L979
3oJ No.c 36 ,g.2.7g
1"-Oy-Lq-U f B e 
-!!4a I .24.I I . u) 8-1
18 March I975 (oJ No.L 73,2L.3.75t.
6 February 1979 (oJ No.L 35 ,9 .2.79) .
Regulation was published in OJ No.
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(b) Concentration of aid in regions with particularly serious structural
problems
The Fundrs quota section would be restrictedtothe regions with structural
problems, defined on the basis of Community criteria. This involves Greece,
except for certain zones, the Mezzogiorno, Ireland, the least-favoured
regions of ehe United Kingdom, the French Overseas Departments and Greenland.
Quotas are allocated to each of these regions.
(c) Gradual changeover to financing programmse instead of individual projects
The change in financing procedures should enable the Commission to take
a more active role in conceiving, promoting and programming regional
measures. The Commission should also gain a better overall view of al-l
the regional measures in a particular area and ensure that Community
measures complement national measures.
Some experience in financing programmes has already been acquired from
the supplementary measures taken on behalf of the United Kingdom.
This method of financing makes it oifficult to Ilronitor effectively the
utilization of the aid grantect. As this is_a question of budgetary
control your rapporteur will not deal with it in more detail' I'lultiannual
programme contracts are to be used for implementation'
Extension of the Fund'sjope to include aid in the form of iniormation,
research, technical assistance, etc.
to date, the Fund has been almost excluslvely geared to aid for tangible (
investments. With a view to exploiting the available human potential in
the regions, the Commission proposes 4series of measures to assist smal1
and medium-sized undertakings, handicraft and rural tourism \asinesses,including aid for sectoral studies, for improving management,orleatingjoint services for several undertakings, promoting rural tourism, etc.
(e) More extensive system for granting advance payments.
Non-quota section reserved for regions particularly affected by recent
and serious problems of industrial dectine, or by the effects of certain
Community policy measures
(d)
(f)
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4.
The non-quota section's share is increased to a maxj-mum of 20*
of the Fund's resources. The precise amount is fixed annually
in the budget. Henceforth, the Corunission, and not the Council,
would adopt specific Community measures. The existing Management
Committee procedure is, however, retained-
(S) Inclusion of a chapter on integrated development operations
The Commission would grant preferential aid from the Fund to areas
for which integrated development operations have been drawD up, i.e.
a coherent group of measures and public and private investment made
by various Community financiaf instruments and national and local
authorities.
The bulk of these proposals comply with ParliamenL's requests in the
field of regional policy. On the budgetary level, too, a number of
measures are taken to meet the wishes of the Committ,ee
on Budgets, in particular the more efficient utilization of resources
by:
. concentrating them on the regions with the greatest needs,
. more actively involving the Comrnunity in the elaboration and
coordination of regional development operations,
. adapting more appropriately to development needs the definition
of operations eligible for support, and
. introducing more flexible administrative procedures.
The Commission's proposals in these areas, however, do not go far enough,
ahd in others, no progress has been made at all. It is undeniable that
even with these changes the regional policy does not fulfil its primary
ob'iect-ive of being a Communi_qy_glfgggllqljgUgy. Although a European
policy, it remains largely dependent on national poticy and cannot
always be said to be complementary to national support measures.
6. It is reqrettable that the Commission retairs the concept of a
Fund. Although in practice onty the terminology survives, its does give
a fal-se image of European regional policy-
7. The Commission's proposal is a major step towards concentrating resources
on the most needy areas. Under these circumstances we may well ask whether
it is really necessary to list these regions by name (including subdivisions
in the regulation and include a distribution table which allocates the
resources down to fractions of ]E. As we have seen in the past, duch quotas
merely inhibit the flexible utilization of the resources. In any quota
system there is an inherent risk of dilution i.e. overall distribution of
support among the l,lember States without reference to specific needs and
concrete development potential.
The tabre applies to the entire three-year period and not on a year-by-year
basis. It takes account of the objective needs of the region concerned but is,
5.
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by its very nature, unable to take account of the guality and effectiveness
of the programmes whrch will be submitted. The fact that the council may
amend the quota by a qualified majority is insufficient to offset this
curtailment of the powers of the budgetary authority.
I Your draftsman feets that it would be sufficient for the Community
to include in the regulation the criteria that the regions must
fulfil in order to be eligible for aid from the Regional Fund.
An annex to the regulation could then j-nclude an indicative list
of the regions and a distribution table for the appropriations
which could be based on a simple mechanical application of these
criteria. In this way, the budgetary authority would have
greater freedom to act, without opening the door to excessively
arbitrary allocations.
9 . If the committee responsible is unable to accept thj.s suggestion,
the regulation should at least be improved so that the distribution
table has indicative vaLue only. After all, it should not be used
as a justification for failing to implement the budget or for
implementing it badly.
10. The Commission proposes tha't at least 80t of the Fund's resources
should be earmarked for areas with structural difficulties
(quota s;eqtion) with a maximum of 203 fer areaq affeqted b]l serious
problems of industrial decline (non-quota section). Here, too,
your draftsman feels that these percentages should have no more
than indicative va1ue. At first sight, the 20E ceiling for the
non-quota section is a measure to protect the most seriousfy
affected regions. However, such a restriction might also
inhibit rapid intervention in regi-ons unexpectedly affected by
serious industrial decline, a developmenL which cannot be ruled
out in the present economic climate.
11" The total absence of quantifiable criteria for specific
Community progranmes contrasts sharply with the extremely
precise allocation of resources for the quota section. The
phrases 'recent and serious problems of industrial declj-ne'
and 'affected by certain Community policies' are so vague
that they provide loopholes for all kinds of pressure. In
particular, your draftsman wishes to prevent a situation where
in practice the non-quoLa section merely compensates the
Member States which will no longer receive funds from the
quota section, although greater needs might exist elsewhere.
The 2OE of the Fundrs resources earmarked for the non-quota
section is indeed greater than the sum total of the quotas
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aLLocated to date to the Member States which no longer appear
in the quota section in the Commission's proposal :
Belgium, 1.118; Germany, 4.652; France, L3.642 (less 2.472
now allocated to the Overseas Departments); Luxembourg, O.O7ti
NeLherlands, I.24?, - a t-ot.al of 18 ,24\ <>i the quot,a sGction or
17.33t of the Fundts totar resources. Furthermore, the new guotas
do not entair any change in the comparative quotas of the regions
stiIl eligible for support.
your draftsmin ttrerefore proposes that the comrnlEee-oil negional
Policy be recommended to draw up quantifiable criteria for the
allocation of specific Community aid and to ensure that an
excessively mechanical application does not lead to a new quota
system under another name. The Committee on Budgets also proposes
that the non-quota section should be aimed especially at
regions that have been particularly affected by certain Community
policies.
The commission's justification for henceforth financing programmes
instead of individual projects is convincing, provided that a
satisfactory solution can be found to the problems of verification.
The committee on Budgetary control will undoubtedly have to
give very close consideration to this matter.
rt should, however, be noted that the greater guarantees, which
the Commission believes it wilI obtain, that Community aid will
complement national aid are not automatic. The provision laid
down in Article 12 is too vague to be realry enforceable :
'rn accordance with a prior decision by the Member state concerned
notified at the same time as the grant application, the Fundrs
contribution as thus defined may be in addition to aid granted
by the public authorities in respect of the relevant investment
project, or may remain credited to those authorities in partial
repayment of such aid. rn this c.rsQr the financial effort of the
r3
This artlcle should at 1east 1ay down that the I,lember
inform the Community of their actions and provide for
of verification.
States must
the possibility
L4. The proposed improvement in advance payment r."iriti"s is wer_come.
rts effects must be monitored regularly especially with a view to
speeding up regional projects and checking that the funds have been
correctly used.
shall be increased by the
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15 . The incluJion of detaited provi!ion" .on."rning the 
"oorait ition
of regional polici.es is praiseworthy. In t,his area the Reglonql
Policy Committee can play a significant active role in an advisory
capacity. There is also a Fund Management Committee, the
procedure of which i-s unchanged, including the possibility of
appeal to the Council, which then has two months in which to
take a decision different from that taken by the Commission.
The Management Committee procedure applies to all decisions
involving Community aid.
L6. Parliament has always regarded this procedure as unaiceptable
and continues to do so. Parliamentrs powers are undermined since
the council may intervene unilaterally in the implementation
of the budget and hence prevent the Commission from implementing
the budget on its own responsibility as laid down in Article 2o5
of the EEC Treaty.
CONCLUSlON
L7 The Committee on Budgets notes with satrsfaction that:
(a) the principle of entering the Fund's annual endowment
in the budget is upheld and expressly written into
the proposed regulation:
(b) 'proEress has bder) made'in concentrating the Fundrs
resources on the regions with the greatest needs and in
adapting the Fund's opportunities for intervention and
its administrative methods to meet the needs of the
regions more efficiently.
18. However, the Committee on Budgets points out emphatically that,
as regards boLh European integration and the more efficient. use
of Communj.ty resources, the Commission's present proposals will
not create the Community regional structural policy that
Parliament has pressed for since before the setting up of the
ERDE.
19. The committee on Budgets calls on the committee on Regional
PoIicy:
(a) to investigate whether the proposed quotas might not be
replaced by a system of objective criteria for the
definition of the regions eligible for aid and whether
a similar criteria system might not be drawn up for
specif ic CommunitY progralnmes ;
(b) at alt events to ensure that the regulation includes a
provision that the percentages laid down for the quotas
and for the allocation of appropriations between the
quota and non-quota sections are merely indicative (Article 4l;
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(c) to direct specific Community measures especially at regions
particularly affected by the consequences of certain
Community policies (Article 27 ) ,
(d) although the Member States are the Commission's
institutional negotiatinq partners to urge that the
Commission be granted wider powers for establishing
direct contact with the regional and local authorities
responsible for drafting and implementing regional
prograrunes i
(e) to lnclude in Article 34 of the draft iegufation a
provision that a l,lember State whlch regards aid from the
Fund as partial reimbursement of aid it has itself
granted must inform the Commission as to how its financial
effort in the region concerned will be increased by the
amount of Community aid (Article 12);
( f) to guarantee the Commission's powers under Articte 2O5
of the EEC Treaty regarding the implementation of the
budget on its own responsibility and the consequent
powers of the European Parliament as one arm of the
budgetary authority and the body responsible for granting
the dls;harge, and to make any proposed divergence by
the Council the subject of a conciliation procedure between
Council and Parliament (Article 31).
20 Proposed amendments relating to point" (b), (c), (e) and (f) above
are set out in the following annex.
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ANNEX
Comrnission proposal Amendments proposed by the draftsman
Amendment No. 1
Article 4 (former Article 2)
3(a) Replace by:
'The distribution of the resources rThe distribution of the resources of
of the Fund referred to above shall the Fund referred to above, calculated
be applied on a global basis for on a globai. besis for periods of 3
periods of 3 years' yearsr shall be merely indicative,.
Amendment No. 2
Article 4
3(b)
'specific Community regional
development measures to assist
regions particularly affected
by recent and serious problems
of industrial decline or by the
effects of certain Community
policies, as provided for in
Tit1e IV. The assistance
Replace the final sentence by:
rApproximately one-fifth of the Fundrs
allotted to these measures may resources may be earmarked for these
not exceed 2OB of the Fundts measures, cal_culated for periods of
resources. 3 years.
Amendment No 3
!q!19t-e- !z (former Article A (2))
1. At the end of the Article
after:
'In accordance with a prior decision
by the Member State concerned notified
at the same time as the grant applica_
tion, the Fundts contribution as thus
defined may be rn addition to aid
granted by the public authorities in
respect of the relevant investment pro_ject, or may remain credited to those
authorities in partial repayment of
such aid. fn this case, the financiat
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effort of the Flember State in the
region in question shall- be increased
by the amount of Community assistance' Add:
in accordance with the provisions
of Article 34 ( 3 )
Amendment No 4
Article 34 (former Article 19)
'1. Member States shall take the
necessary measures to indicate
separately and in a manner ref-
Iectinq the special charaeteristics
of national budget systems the
amounts received from the Fund.
2. AL the request of the Commission,
Member States shall provide it with
information on the allocation of the
amounts received from the Fund. ' Add the following:
3. Arnounts gra.nted. unde,r the. present
R_egulation sha1.1 be added to the
assistance. granted b.y 
_the author-
ities in the Member States.
If, in. accordance with. a prior
decision by the Member Ftate. con-
cerned notified at the same time as
the grant application, the grant is
credited to those authorities in
pa,rtial repayment of such assis-
tancer the l,lem.ber Ftate .shaIl in-
crease its financial effort in
t.he region in question by the. amount
of Commun.ity assistance:
- during the term of the pro.gramme
cont.ract in the case qf pr.ogr.ammes
to finance i.nfrastr.ucture 
.irlvs_q!-
ments as referred to in Article, T;
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until completion of the prolect
for which aid has been granted
aIl other projects covered by
the present Regulation.
the Member,state sha1l give
details of measures taken in this
contection in the report to be#_-_.__:_
submitteq to the Commission before
31 May of each year pursuant to
Article 10. 1
Preamble, 4th recital
to allocate more credits from
the section not distributed in
national quotas to regions particular-
Iy affected by recent, serious
problems of industrial decline or by
Lhe consequences <-rI ccrtain Conrmunlty
policies;
Article 4 (former Article 2)
to assist regions particularly
affected by recent and serious pro-
blems of industrial decline or by
the effects of certain Community
policies, as provided for in Title
rv......
Article 27 (former Article 13)
2. The measures referred to in this
Title may differ in whole or in part
from the measures referred to in
Tltle III. They sha1l be aimed at
Community regions and zones particu-
larly affected:
- either by recent, serious problems
of industrial decline,
- or by certain Community policies
or by measures adopted by the
Community in order to facilitate
to allocate more credits from
the section not distributed in
national quotas to regions particular-
Iy affected by recent, serious
problems of industriaf decline eqq
especlal ly_ to reglons partlcularl-f
affected by the conseguences of cer-
tain Community policies;
to assist regions particularly
affected by recent and serious
problems of industrial decline and
especially regions that are particu-
Iarly affec_te{ by the conseguences
of certain Community policies and
are provided for in Title IV ......
2. The measures referred to in this
Title may differ in whole or in part
from the measures referred to in
Title III. They shall- be aimed:
- at regions and zones pa.rticlrIar1y
affected by recent and serious
problems of industrial decline,
- and especially at regions and
zones particularly affected by
the consequences of certain
Community policies or by measures
Amendment No. 5
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the implementation or to mitigate
tlrr: rr-,gir-rnaI r,.onsequ.rncc$ of these
policies.
&rlrsls-: t (former Article 16)
3. The Commission shalI take
decisions which shall aPPIY
immedlately. However, if the
decisions are not in accordance
with the opinion of the Committee,
they shalt forthwith be
communicated bY the Commission
to the Corrncil. In that event
tlie Commission shalI dcfer
application of the decisions
taken bY it tor not rnore than
two months from the date of
such communication. The Council,
acting hy a qrtnl i f ierl ma-l oritY,
may take a different decision
within two months.
adopted by the Community in order
to f .rcil iate the implemcntation or
to mitigate the regional consequences
of these policies.
Amendment No. 6,
The Commission shall take decisions
which sha11 apply lmmedlatelY.
However, if these decisions are not
in accordance with the opinion of the
Committee, this shall b.e notified in
the report wh,ic.h the Commisg-i9ll-l!9!!
rg!11+_lg_rhg_!ggncil, Parliament and
the Economic- and Socia] eommiLtee
9_eglr_L^q.f. l,v l- q9_!9!-e_f _P]rsUJI$Jo
Art_ic_le 36' .
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OPINION OF THE COI\,IM]TTEE ON BUDGETARY CONTROL
lrt a I L strau : Mt A. O0tl'IllI IlR
On 16 November 1981 the Europea Parliament referred the proposal
from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a
regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No. 724/75 establishing a
Europearr Reglonal Development h'und (ttoc. I-135/8I) to the Corrunlttee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning as the committee responsible and to the
Comrnittee on Budqets and Ehe ConmitLee on Bndqetary eontrol fgr thoir
opinions.
The Committee on Budgetary Control appointed Mr GOUTHIER
draftsman on and confirmed his mandate at its
meeting ot 23/24 February 1982.
The committee considered the draft opinion at its meotlng of
23/24 l'ebruary 1982 and adopted it unanimously.
Present: Mr AIGNER, chairman; Ivir GOUTHIER, draftsman; Ivlr CLUSKEY
and Mr PRICE, vice-chairmen; Mr ARNDT (deputizing for Mr GABERT) r
Mr BATTERSBY, Mr GEORGIADIS (deputizing for Mr LALUtllERE), Mr GONTfKAS,
MT IRMIJR, MI.KEI,LETT.BOWMAN, MT KEY, MT MART, MT NOTENBOOM and MT SABY.
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OPINION
The Comrnission itsetf has found
the ERDF and has therefore called for
Introduction
The imbalances in regional development have increaced over recent
years despite the efforts by the Community in this fi-id'
discrepancies in the operations of
a review of the Fund Regulation'
In the past the Fund has been found to be deficient in the
following main resPects:
AppreciableamountsofCommunityresourceswereusedprimarily
to finance regional development projects planned by the Ivlember states'
It was often difficult, if not impossiblerto establish how the
resourceswereusedorwhowastheultimaterecipientortoassess
theeffectivenessoftheFund'soperationasawhole.Thiswasdueon
the one hand to the way in which the Fund operated, with the commission
beinggivenasomewhatpassiveroleinplanningandfinancingthe
measuresand,ontheother,tothewayinformationwasprocesseiby
the Commission for accounting PurPoses, which made it lmpossible to
obtain imPortant data and details '
ThusthenewFundRegu}ationslrotildcontainprovisions:
- 
to al1ow the Commission to Play a more aEt-ive role in drawing up
progralnmes as a means of improving the coordination of national
gional policies and optimrzing collaboration between the Member
Statesthroughtheimplementationofgenuinecommonmeasures;
- to achieve greater coherence in regional policy measures' by
concentrating more on Programmes than on individual projects;
- to speed up the taking and imptementing of decisions;
- to ensure the additionality of Community measures;
- to enable more funds to be concentrated on the regions in particular
need;
- to make it possibte to analyse and check the effectiveness of the
Fund's operations and to ascertain exactly the manner in which
Communityresourcesarepaid,outuntiltheyreachtheultimate
recipient and the use to which they are put;
It is the task of the committee on Budgetary control to examine
towhatextenttheproposalamendingtheRegionatFundRegulationwill
achieve more effective use of the Fund's resources and ensure greater
control over its operations and to propose appropriate amendments to
the Commission's ProPosal'
re-
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As this is a Community act with financial implications, it will
be necessaryr if the Council does not adopt the amendments proposed
by the European Parliament to invoke the conciliation procedure in
accordance with the Joint Declaration of 4 l"larch L975. The Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning is hereby requesLed lo ask for the
conciliation procedure to be initiated in that case.
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Coordination of national regional policies
(1) Article I of the proposal calIs for coordination of national regional
development policies in order to promote the convergence of the economies
of the l"lember States, whereas in the past the main condition has been that
investments should be incorporated into the regional deveiopment programme
of the l.{ember State concerned, i.e. the regional policy of the Member
States was taken as the point of reference.
In the past, compatibility with Community programmes and objectives
and transnational effects were only one criterion among many and of
secondary importance. Now that there is a specific demand for coordination
it has become clear that the ERDF is not ;rrely an instrument of Community
flnancial participation but a Community policy as such.
It is emphasized that this approach wiIl avoid policies producing
contradictory resufts and witl aIlow the regional impact of Community and
national economic policies to be taken into account.
Thus, the proposal does not represent a major innovation. It merely
makes the alignment and coordination of regional policies the main principle
and the existing information channels are to be better adapted for this
purpose. fn addition, detailed rules will be 1.-id down for procedures
governing cooperation between governments, t' authorities of individual
Member States, the Commission and the Regional Fund Committee. It is in fact
a long drawn-out procedure which depends on effective cooperation between all
the parties involved.
However, as pointed out in the opinion of the Committee on Budgetary
Control on the Sixth Annual Report of the European Regional Development
Fund (pE 75.936), this is a weakness since according to the Commission,
cooperation with the Member States is not entirely satisfactory. It thus
remains to be seen whether the Member States are prepared to cooPerate
to a greater extent in view of the increasingly urgent need to coordinate
regional policies.
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ceooraphical concentration
(Zl Geographical concentration (Art. 4(3)(a)) is the main innovation in
the proposat. Emphasis is no longer placed on the lvlember States, but on
development areas experiencing particularly serious structural problems.
Specific quotas are earmarked for these regions (certain areas of Greece,
the I'lezzogiorno, Ireland, certain Parts of the United t(inr"1a6, Greenland
and the French Overseas Departments) since it is considered opportune for
such areas to be allocated a minimum level of financial resources from the
Fund on a regular basis to allow them to pursue a long-term development
pro9ralnme 
"
(3) In addition to this quota sectlon, there is a further non-quota
section (Art. 4(3)(b)) which may not exceed 20% of the Fund's resources.
These resources are earmarked for measures in regions affected by serious
recent problems of industrial decline or by the impact of certain Community
policies (Art. 27(2)). Here, regional development considerations take
second place after the structural policy goals to be achieved. The main
difference between measures under Article 4(3)(a) and (b) is that the first
relate mainly to traditionally under-developed areas requiring a long-term
policy, whereas measures under Articte 4(3)(b) are designed to assist what
are in most cases developed industrial areas which have been hit by the
crisis.
The fact that not more than 202 of the Fund's resources may be
allocated to measures under Article 4(3)(b) and that no fixed Percentage
is stipulated, originates in a request made by Partiament, which has
repeatedly asked for an increase in the non-quota section without any
fixed percentage. This naturally creates a risk that a number of areas
which have received assistance to date may no longer benefit from the
Fund's resources. The proposed allocation of funds also meets the request
frequently made by the European Parliament for the Fund to be reorganized
on the basis of greater concentration which is the only way of halting the
growing disparity between the economic development of individual regions.
In view of the limited resources available and the severity of the problems
in the regions concernedr lfr€dter concentration is urgently required.
A certain degree of flexibility is ensured by Article 6 under which
the 1ist of regions referred to in Article 4(3)(a) may be revised by the
Council, acting on a proposal from the Commission, where circumstances
have changed.
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Programme piiorities
(4) The proposed new Article 7 marks the transition to giving preference
to programmes instead of individual projects when selecting the schemes
that are to receive financial support.
This should lead to better coordination and compatibility between
the regional policies of the Community and of the individual regions
and better integration of Community aid into the regional policy measures
taken by individual Member States. According to the information availabiLe,
the Commission will play a more active role in drawing up the prograrnmes.
The submiss.ion of programmes ard 
"ppf i.-tions should be spread out ;;;
evenly so as to facllitate the operation of the Fund and to achieve a
better distribution of resources throughout the budgetary year.
New selection criteria
(5) fn the proposal the minimum grant for which the Member States
should apply has been reduced from 10 million ECU to 5 million ECU, since
experience has shown that large amounts tie up a disproportionate percen-
tage of the Fundts resources in relation to the number of jobs created.
The proposal does not lay down any minimum number of jobs. Here
too the Commission is happily taking into account past experience which
has shown that investments in small and medium-size businesses which are
less prone to crises, may prove more effective.
A further welcome feature is the removal of the ceiling for infra-
structure measures (previously 702) since this measure has also proved
fairly ineffective in the direct creation of jobs in the short term.
Support for operations to exploit indigenous development potential
(6) A notable innovation is the emphasis on the importance of exploiting
the indigenous development potential of the regions, Art. 16. The
relevant measures promise to ensure more effective use of the Fundrs
resources since they involve maximum use of special regional features and
their development, both as regards the human capital available and in
materiat terms. In such cases investments would appear to have a greater
chance of being effective in the long term.
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The provisions of Article 16(c) which give small and medium-size-
businesses easier access to the capital market are also welcome. However,
it remains to be seen how this plan wiII be implemented and what additional
workload and financial commitment it will entail for the Community.
Control of the operations of the ERDF
Given that the amount of resources now avairable to the Fund \-
is far greater than when it was first set up, the guality of the control,
of utilization of resources must be improved considerabry, especiarly
since the growing number of projects makes it increasingry difficult
to retain a clear overall picture.
Individual control aspects
(a) Coordination in the drawing up of Programmes
(7 I The procedure laid down in Article 2 is designed to ensure
better planning of Community policy in the Regional Development
Sector and can, at the same time, be used to assess the effectiveness
of the measures taken under the Fund - particularly through the
regional impact assessment. The same is true of the expected results
of the prograrnme in quantified form called for under Article 8(3)(a).
(b) Implementation
(8) The regular, detaJ-Ied progress reports that must be submitted
by the l,lember States under Article l0 of the proposal are a wefcome
feature. This should enable the Commission to keep an up-to-date
check on implementation of the measures. It is of course necessary for
the Commisslon itself to take action if the information is not submitted
by the Member States on time. Under Article 36, this j-nformation will
also be made avaj-lable to Parliament as part of the annual report on the
ERDF.
lmprovements have also been made in the decision-making structure
and the reaction of the Commission in the event of significant changes
in a programme during its implementation (Article 10(3) in conjunction
with Article 3I(1) and (2)).
Article 20, which requires the It4ember States to accompany each
payment application by evidence that the measures have in fact been
carried out as scheduled, will also help to provide the Commi.ssion
with up-to-date information.
A further welcome measure is the requirement that all documents
in support of expenditure must be kept available for inspectioif Ebr
a period of three years following the last payment.
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(c) Monitoring of success 
--___
(9) To make it easier to monitor the success of projects, under
Article 26 of the proposal reguires the lvlember States to inform the
Commission, within three years of completion of the actions financed
by the Fund, of the number of jobs createdland, in the case of projects
costing more than 5 million ECU, of the rate of utilization of the
infrastructure in question. This provision is extremely welcome since
the Committee on Budgetary Control has always maintained that the
matter does not rest when a project has simply been implemented but
that a check must be made at a later stage on what has actually been
achieved.
lrt would also be advisable to incorporate definitions (e.g. of the terms
'job'and'investment') into the ERDF Regulation since s,r6h t"r*s havebeen interpreted differently by Member Siates and the Commission in thepast.
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Comments by the
the Cornmission
Court of Auditors
proposal amending
and the account taken of tfrem in
Regulation No. 724/75
( 10 ) The Court of Auditors' comments in the
concerning 1979 and 1980 relate principally
(a) Inadequacy. of the accounting documents
Iast two annual reports
to the following points:
The accounts kept by the Commission do not enable a continuous
check to be kepton the implementation of each project.
It is impossible to form an overall view of the implementation
of commitments, analysed by the year to which they were charged
It is extremely difficult to analyse the progress of projects
by region, type of investment or sector of activity.
The accounting system is deficient (mannual loose-leaf index).
In order to correct the shortcomings referred to by the Court of Auditors
the Commission is urgently recorunended to install a modern compuLerized
data processing system.
It is crucial for the continuous monitoring of the progress of measures
financed by the Fund and for the subsequent analysis of the utilization
and effectiveness of the ERDF's activities that the data relating to
these activities be processed on the basis of various criteria (integrated
data processing) to ensure ready accessibility at all times. The
Commission's accounts should therefore contain in readily accessible
form all data relating to the approval procedure, including any
instructi-ons, conditions and undertakings on the part of the recipient
for each individual aid measure, and all details of payments operations
and the use to which the resources have been put. This will necessitate
periodic coordination of the accounts with the authorities or recipients
in the Member States. It must be possible to compare scheduled against
actual progress at any time.
Moreover, the accounts must be 9fgr" 
"p i! "".h . qay that
- a separate account is kept for each individual project to enable, at
any time, the progress of all current projects to be ascertained and
an overall view obtained of the implementation of commitments, analysed
by the year to which they were charged. Until the completion of the
project the account must record every piece of information which is
relevant to the continuation of financing, particularly with regard
to Article 25, such as substantial changes or serious delays (possible
release of appropriations! );
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(b)
the flow of funds to the recipient and the use to which they are put
can be accurately monitored, possibly with clated receipts and supporting
documents relating to utilization;
the main details of the projects and the level of develoPment of the
individual regions since the inception of the ERDF are readily
accessible on a computer, categorized as required to enable success
and efficiency to be verified and broken downi
. by region and
. by economic sector.
Excessive concentration of commitment and payment operations at the cr'-3
of the financial year
In this connection the Court of Auditors points out that half the
commitment and payment operations \r/ere entered in the accounts during
the last month of the financial year. The resulting pressure of work
on the staff responsible for the Fund administration can have a detrimeniaL
effect on the work of examining applications for assistance and reirobursement"
The Commission proposal does not indicate any opport.unity for imProvements
in this field. since in its sixth Report on the Regional Fund the
Commission itsetf regretted the excessive workload, it is surprising that
in Articles 14 and 21 it proposes to retain the existing practice of
quarterly applications. It would be preferable for applications to be
submitted as soon as the necessary material is available.
criticizes the failure to takeThe Court
of the ob
of Auditors
ectives of
adequate
select in
account
the development rammes when roi ects
This is a fundamental aspect of financial management, since to achieve
the ERDF's objectives (convergence of the Member Statest economies
and a more balanced distribution of economic activity in the Community)
it is essential that the individual projects should be incorporated
into a regional development programme and that the various nroqrammes
implemented in the Member States should be comparable-
The shortcomings mentioned by the Court of Auditors relate principally
to the fact that the programmes do not cover the same periods, contain no
timetable for implementation and no information on the regional impact
of other Community or national policies.
rhe ngy_ g1o_1ip3g1g
if respected by the
shortcomings.
proposed by the Comrnission (Articles 2, 8 and l0),
Member States, should help to eliminate these
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(c)
The details of the programmes contained in these provisions indicate
the criteria to be used by the Commission in accordance with the
recommendations of the court of Auditors with a view to applying a
uniform standard for the selection of projectss to be financed. In
particular these criteria are described in detail in the proposed new
Articleg(3)(consistencyoftheprogranmeswiththeregionaldevelopment
prograrnmes, contribution to attainment of the community's regional
objectives and priorities as regards the maintenance of productive jobs and
Ehe strengthening of the economic base of the region concerned) '
(d) The court of Auditors refers to differences between the Member states
in the method of calculat the number of iobs
It is not feasible to introduce a uniform rule for aII cases of assistance
from the Regional Fund, since they concern an extremely wide range of
activities.
However, Articles 8 and 14 should require the Member states to provide
precise details of the nature of the jobs or the proposed type of
employment. Without this information no comParison can be drawn between
individual programmes or investments (apprenticeships, short-time working'
work at home or freelance work). In addition, the Member States should
be required to indicate the dates or periods relating to the jobs to be
created or maintained. Reference should also be made to proposed
amendment No. 7.
draws attention to shortcomings in the implementation(e) The Court
and use of
of Auditors
investments
As regards the Commission's legal powers officiatly to reduce or cancel fund
assistance, reference should be made to the working document on the ERDF
connected $rith the discharge for 1980 (point 1I), which shows that, if
apptied correctly, the existing provisions provide the necessary instrumehts
for such cases. Attention is drawn in this connection to proposed amendment
No. 5.
Extension of the planned completion date could have an adverse effect on the
profitability of the project. Although the Fund administration cannot
exert influence on the building progranme, it can monitor the implementation
of individual programmes on the basis of the report submitted to the
Commission bY I MaY each Year.
As regards final payments, the Commission proposat for a new Fund regulation
does not raise any difficulties in the application of Community provisions,
since they concentrate not on the certificate of final accePtance but on the
confirmation of comPletion.
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The only critisism is that Article 20(1) should be drafted more clearly
since at the beginning it calls for a certificate evidencing execution
of the operations, while the third indent refers to confirmation that
the operations described in the payment application have been started.
Moreover, more detailed provisions are required to govern palments
relating to the studies referred to in Article 18.
(f) The Court of Auditors refers to inadequate assessment of the impact of
aid on regional development
The commission considers that the proposed new Article r0 forms a
sufficient basis for assessment of the impact of the aid measures.
However, a similar provision should be envisaged not only for the
Progranrmes but also for other aid measures (above all the financing of
investment projects ) . This is particularly true in view of the proposed
Article 2, which requires the Member States to forward to the Commission
the information needed for the periodic report on the situatj-on and social
and economic changes in the regions of the Community.
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On-the-spot checks
(11) The possibility provided in Article 25(3) for on-the-spot checks
to be carried out not only by the competent authorities of the lvlember
States and officials of the Commission but also by other persons
empowered by the commission, is not acceptable since care must be
taken to ensure that the checks are carried out by Community officials
on the hasis of uniform guidelines and criteria in the Community
interest.
AdditionalitY
(12)oneofthemostimportantinnovationscontainedintheproposalisthe
programme contract defined in Article 9(4) '
Asinthepast,thereisnorequirementtoproduceconclusiveevidence
thatCommunitymeasureswi}lbematchedbynationa}measures.Noristhis
the case under Article 8(3)(f) which states that when the Member States
submitprogralnmestheyarerequiredtoproduceinformationshowingthac
community aid wilt result in additional projects to promote deveropment of
the regions covered by the Programme contract'
However, the Progranme contracts do enable the Commission to play a
moreactiveroleinselectingandimplementingprogralnmes.Underthenew
System,theMemberStateconcernedsubmitsaprogralnmetotheCommission
from which the latter can determine what financial contribution the wiember
state is prepared to make. The commission then delivers a positive opinion
inprinciple.Thedetailedarrangements,financingandthesharetobe
bornebytheMemberStateandtheCommunityrespectivelyarethensubject
ofnegotiations;thustheCommissionnotonlyinfluenceswhetheraprogramme
will received support at all but can also determine jointly with the I'lember
statetheleveloffinancialparticipation.TheCommissionhopesthatthis
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Partnership based on contributions by both sides will go some way towards
achieving a greater degree of additlonality, the level- of which has consis-
tently been criticised by Parliament. This naturally also depends on the
Programme selection and arrangements, and 1n particular on the negotiation
procedure being conducted by the Commission in such a way that the comple-
mentary nature of ERDF measures is maintained in the interests of the
Community, i.e. no measures should be approved that the Member State
concerned could have carried out fully on its own behalf. It is obvious
that the Commission would be better able to achieve this goal if it could
take the initiative in proposing and selecting prograrnmes. However, this is
not the case at present and the problem of additionallty therefore cannot
be resorved completely, at least in respect of the quota section of the
Fund.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposal amending the Regulation establishing the ERDF takes into
account the main points raised by the European Parliament and the Court of
Auditors in the past as being important for management of the Fund and
assessment of its effectiveness. This appries particularry to the con-
centration of measures on the areas most in need of development, which is
a precondition for effective management of the Fund, to the coordination of
Community policy and the regional policies of the individual Member States
and finally to the drawing-up of programmes.
The Commission's proposal also recognizes the need for continuous
monitoring of implementation of the measures.
Under the present system regional policy is in the hands of the
l'lember States. There are certain aspects and areas of regional policy,
however, which ought to be the responsibility of the Community,
either because the amount of finance required exceeds the financial
resources of a single Member State or because transfrontier issues
are involved. Hence, in future, the Commission ought no longer to
concern itself sotely with the coordination of the regional policies
of the Member States but frame a Community regional policy.
The major problems in the administration and control of the ERDF
were,first, that it was not possible to establish with sufficient
accuracy how the resources had been used and, secondly, that the
procedure for administering the quota-free section was made more dif-
ficult because, inter alia, of the involvement of the Council in the
approval procedure. The Commission should use all the instruments
available to it to solve the first of these problems. Considerable
progress could be made towards solving the procedural problem by a
redefinition of responsibilities for the quota-free section.
The Committee on Budgetary Control requests the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning to submit the above opinion
and the following proposed amendments to the European Parliament.
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PROPOSAL OF TI{E POSITION OF THE ETJROPEAN PARL]AMEhII A}iD TIIE COi4I4ENTS OF TTIE COURT OF AUDITORSTIIE ACCOUIff TAKEN IN ItIE COI'{MISSION
PRCD,IPTS II{E PROPOSALS SUMMARIZD BE[,C[tl:
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European Parlianent' s ccnrrents
assessing the aPPlication of
t}le BDF regulation
(a) To assess t}te Cqntission's
financial managenent and
nonitor the success of the
FUnd :t is essential to
recoro atl palrrent oPerations,
broken dor^'n by financial
year and by project.
Court of Aud.itors' corurents
(a) Thre lack of detail in the
accounting information prevents
a sufficiently accurate view
of the filanciaf managerent(rncnitoring of the execution
of jndividr:a1 projects, no
account of ttre inPlenentation
of ccnrnitnents, inadequate
means of verifying ttre results
achieved and analYsing the
F\rndts activities). The alloca-
tion of ttre aPProPriations
should also be broken down bY
region and bY sector.
I a..o,-t taken in tlre Ccnrnission
1 proposal of the ccrrrrents of the
, ELrroIEan Parlianent and the
I Court of Auditors
Proposals by the rapporLeu-r of
the Comittee on Budgetar),
Control iI the light of the
ccrments of the EurcPean
Parlianent and the Court of
Auditors and of their ircorPor-
ation i-n the Ccnnuission
proposal
(a) Pr@osed ilrProvorents (see
point 10) relate not to thre
E\rnd provisions thernselves but
to its internal organization
and the availability of suitable
working ilstn-rrents.
(b) no account taken
and paid earlier irr the
financial year, and to prevent
excessive pressure of rrprk on
the staff of ttte Frrnd
a&ninistration,
(c) To ensure that the
RDF's activities are
successful, its objectives
must be precisely defined.
(b) Iltre concenLration of
ccrnnitnent and paltnent
o;:erations in Decenrber can have
a detrinental effect on the
necessarl, exanuination bY the
Ilrnd adnilislration of
applications for aid.
(b) The I\4ember States should 
I
stagger the suhn-ission of I
applications for aid to enable I
appropriations to be connited 
i
(c) Arts. 1-3 set out the
objectives and the
instnments needed to achieve
thqn.
(b) To prevent Peak workloadsfor the F\rnd a&ninistration,
ttre quarterlY submission of
applications (Arts. 14 and 2I)
should be abandoned. FUrttlerjncentives shouLd also be given(perhaps by givjng PrioritY to
the preessing and aPPrcnra1 of
applications concerning ttre non-
quota section).
(c) Arts. 3 and I shorld be
transposed.
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Eurcpean ParlianentIs comrentE
assessilg the application of
the ERDF regnrlation
Court ot Auditors' ccrrments Accormt taken in the Ccnrnission
proposal of the ccsurents of the
European Parliarent and the
CourE of Auditors
ProIDSals by the rapporteur of
the Ccrrrnittee on Budgetary
Control in the light of the
ccflrtents of the Eurcpean
Parliarent and the Court of
Audj-tors and of their incortrrcr-
ation il the Ccrnnission
proposal
(d) To achieve the RDF's
objective of prcnoting
convergence of the national
eoncrnies, it is essential-
to use r:niform criteria for
the selection of the projects,
progralr[res, etc. to be financed
(d) It is extrqrely difficult
to draw corparisons between
the prograrmes suhnitted by
the Menrber States, si-nce
they are based on different
criteria (periods correred,
tinetables, inadequatejlformation on the proposed
investnents and their
anticipated effect).
(d) The provisions of Arts.
2, 8, 9 and 10 provide a
sorrnd basis for such an
assessnEnt.
(d) Certain concepts, such asjob and invesEnent (Arts. 8,9, 12 and 14) should be rpreprecisely defined. Ttris isparticularly necessarlz in
vierv of the ceiU-ngs on aid
set out in Article 12.
(e) There is doubt as to
whether the F\md's resources
are being used il an
appropriate manner.
(e)In its on-ttre-spot
audits the Court of Auditors
encountered a nuriber of
projects wtrose conrection
with the prograrmnes is
scrnev,hat drbious (dis-parities between regional
progranne and individual
projects).
(e) Arts. 9(3) and I3(1)
lay doum ttte criteria on
wtrich the decision to
grant assistance is
based.
(e) It is prcposed that the
reasures provided in Art. 25
relating to ttre redr:ction or
cancel-lation of aid shoufd be
furnediately applicable, so
that the repayrent of aid
should take place not within
tlnlelve ncnths but as soon ast
is established that the aid
has been rnisused. Ivtror@ver,
the selection of progranmes
and projecLs should be made
with sufficient care to
guarantee that the Elrnds are
used apprq>riate1y, silce the
rrpEr.sures provided for in Art.
25 have not so far oSrrated
satisfactorily.
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@an Parlianrent' s corwEnts
assessilg the aPPlication of t
ERDF rqul&ioTt
Cor:rr- of Auditors I ccxments Accowlt taken in tthe Ccrmni-ssionproposal of the c,srments of the
E\lrotrEan Parlianent -and the
Court of Auditors,
Proposals bty the ratr4nrEer:r of I
the Ccnnritte on hrdgetar-Y i
Control in the light of 'JE !
coirrrents of ttre Eurqpean i
ParliarcrrL and the Cor:rt of I
Auditors end of tteir irrcor,Pon- I
ation in -'Ie Ccnnrission iprcposal 
I
(f) It is iapossible to
exercise ef fec€ive Political
control over the ERDF's
activities without adequatepraessilg of the basic
data, including those
relatilg to individual
projects.
(f) Tre calculaticrr of the I
nr.urber of jds creaced or
nrain--ained is based rncorrec'r
tlv, onIY on those jobsdirEctry affected bY the
prolests and des not take
suff,cient accoLmt of the
orreral-l develcrpnent (i.e-
ttre nrmber of jobs cut as a
resrit of restructur5-ng or
of 
.rcbs lost in the
neig:bouring area).
(f) If strieElY brt not
narrowly a5lP1ied' the cnteria
Iisted iJl Art. 9t 3) and
Arts. 10 and 13 sihould helP
to elirnin*e these shortccndngs.
(g) An analYsis of ttrc
permanent nature of the
results of t]le aid rreasuresis cnrciaf to a reliable
asses$nent of ttreir success-
(g) ?re audit rmrst relate to
a mjr-imum reference Period
requared to establish that thej&s created or ma-intained
are Fertnanent in nature.
(g) Art' 10 Prcnr-- 3es for an
arvruaf report and Art. 26 fot
a report to be suirzn-itted to
ttre Ccnnrission within drree
years of ccrqlletior of 'ehe
project.
(S) ft would be Preferable to
ciU. for an annual- assessent
o\ter a loqer Period in order to
ensure ccrrtinuous control- lf[tdsis the on.lY waY to ensure that
ttre neasr.rres referred to in Art'
25 can be taken.
(h)
- lltre prcPosed fuProvers't can
cnrly atrfect ttre maintmance
of dlirrect contacts bettren the
!\ayt adnrinistration and t}!e
I4ember States! authoriuies.
In any e\rcnt consi&rd.ion
should be given to charEing
:interest. at the rmrket. rate
and in t}te currencY ccmcerned
for the Period dr:ring drich
Ccrrmn-[ty aid is wrorq'IY
retailed bY ttre lEnber States
(h) Cocperation with ttle
IrEnber States is in urgent
need of irrprorrement as
regards the:
- repapent of aid
gEanted in error
(h)
- fre !{snber States' auth-
orrties are noE akaYs
Enftare of the conditions
BDF aid and
do not Provide tle nec-
essenf notificatiql utrcn
ttre conditions cease to
be IEt. In manY cases the
pro'jects roten ccuPleted
do,nc,t rneet ttre cqrditions
r whjlch determined cire
I ;-,-.ieian +n ffiant FLInd aid.
(h)
- Art' 25(2) ralrs down
ccrq>retrensive ro:1es vfrPse
o;rration dePends PartfYqr the goodltriU- of t}ree
concerned.
Eurcrpean Parlianent's ccmlEnts
assessing the application of the
EROF regiulation
Corrrt of Auditors' ccnnents taken in the Ccnrnission
of the comrents of the
, Parlianent and the
Proposals by the rapporteur of
the Ccnraittee on B:dgetar1,
Control in the light of the
corrlrEnts of the European
Parlianrent and the Court of
Auditors and of their incorpor-
ation in tlre Ccrnnission
pro;rcsa1
(i) fle CourL of Auditors draws
attention to a rnisinterpretation
by the Ccrnnission of the nrles
concerning claims for re1>alrrrent(forner F\rnd @ulation, Art. 9(1D.
(i) Itle roisuse of apprcpr-
iations is ascertained t@ .
fate. The Ccrmnission should
be concerned to ensure that
apprcpriations are deccnrnitted;
and re-utilized as s@n as
trnssiJcle.
- subnuission to the Ccrn-
mission of the information
broken down as requested.
- E\raluating the effectiveness
of the aid is one of tlre
essential aspects of the
audit. The !{ernber States pay
Iittte attention to ttre tfurc-
linuit and one Mqnber State
has not yet suhrlitted the
deurents. It is difficult
to learn frcrn the inforrnation
subnuitted the irpact of the
measures taken.
A ccnnrcn format shoufd be de-
signed to ensure tJnt:
- the progress of the project
can be assessed, including
its econcrnic and socia-l- as-
pects;
- t}re information supplied bY
ttre individual cor:ntries is
ccrq>arable;
- ttre information provided
by each cor:ntry is internall
consistent.
Although Art-s. 2, 10 and
26 require the ltbmber
States to submit ccnp-
rehensive information to
the C-onrnission, they may
be difficult to irrplenent,
since those countries
most in need of aid do
not always have the
a&ruilistrative stnrctrrre
needed to establish and
process the data.
The Ccnmission pro;rcsal
alnrost viord for
ttre previor:s text, r*trich
ttrroughout, badly drafted
in particular dres not
sufficiently clear the
or by investors to prevent
thern frcrn crbtaining interest
on the stuns involved.
- TLre protrrosed inprovenent cannot
aim at the introdtrction of binding
neasures. Hohtever, the Ccnrnission
could be called upon to establish
an adninistrative practice based
on ArL. 9(3), so that consideration
is given first to those Merber
States and regions ritrIich provide
ap,propriate information on their
trrcsition.Arts. 2, I0 and 25 should take
account of the Cor:rt of Aud.itors'
proposal for a ccnnlcn format. The
'joirrt outline' referred to in Art.
2(3) (a) should be adapted accordingl
In general ttre Ccnrnission should pay
close attention to the ccnwents made
by the Court of Auditors in its
annual reports on the financial
years 1979 and 1980 w-ith regard to
incorporation in the reports and
questionnai-res to be ccxrpleted by
the lt{ecnber States.
( i)ProposedmenrlrErrt No- 5 : doncerns
ttr-is aspect.. In addition, hcfrrever,
the fr:ndanrental difference betrileen
paragraphs 1 and 6 should be nnde
clearer to prevent disPutes.
Paragraph I presents a particularly
serious case of the misuse of fi.urds.
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differences beEr€en
Moreover, the Ccnunission should be
Court of Auditors
assessing the application of
ffiDF regnrlation
proposal of the ccnnents of the
Eu-ropean Parliarent and the
Court of Auditors
(1) Requests for final I trl Arts..20(1) and 2t(I)paynent: do not orpressty I tnl contail the relevantL"itiry that tlre investrr6nt I P*=-g.=. The provisionsbeln carried out in I governing pa)trents Iof .*-
with the original I asr:res refating to ildige-specification. I lous a9Y:l"egl progrrye:(Art. 23) and tlre Provisions
I
N
I
(k) It would be aPProP-
priate to adoPt at Ccrn-
nnrnity 1eveI provisions
to sinplify the Procedure
for closing files.
Ir[enrber States or of its c,$/n on- I
the-spot checks. 
i
(k) Since the proposed rule seerns to 
Ibe adeguate and unambiguous, despite
the differing a&ninistrative practices
Proposal-s bY rapporteur
the Ccnnuittee on BudgetarY
Control in tlre light of
comrents of the ErroPean
Parlianent and the Court of
Auditors and of their incorSrcr-
ation in the Ccxnnission
proposal
aware titat, under Art. 25(l)
and (6), it is actilg in its
official capacitY, so that
it can cancel or reduce the aid
as s@n as the ntisuse is esta-
blished and independentlY of
specific notification bY the
in the wlernber States as regards the
final acceptance of a building, no
proposals for inprovement are caffed
for.
Art. 2O(1) should, however, be raorded
nore clearlYr silce reference is first
made to the 'execution' of ttre operat-
ions and then nerelY to their
rxent as provided for in the progranme.
As regards the studies referred to
in Art. 18, Provisions should be laid
dorrrr governing applications for
palrrent (and, wtrere aPProPriate
advance palnents).
(1) such evidence should be provided
(k) Under Arts. 19, 20 and 24,
advance, internediate and final
palznent applications are consi-
dered on the basis of the work
acccnplished or of accounts of
actual erqpenditure and the ccrn-
pletion of the Project, so that
there can be no Problems of
interpretation.
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with payment applications for reasures
cosered by ArEs. 16 and 18 to rsnirtd
the llsnbei States of ttrei-:r reqnnsi-bility for ensr:ring the proper use of
at4)ropriaLions and to ilduce thstt to
carrlt out a;4prcpriate ctrecks and
ions thsnselves.
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Elrropean PilallEnt's ccrments ic"utt of Auditors' ccrnents
assessing ttre application of ttrel
BDF regrulation
Account taken in the Ccnrnission
prcposal of the conments of the
European Parlianent and the
Court of Atrditors
Pro;nsals by the rapporter:r of
the Ccnrnittee on Budgetar),
Control in tle light of
conrrents of the EuroPean
Parlianent and the CourE of
Auditors and of ttreir incorpor-
ation in the Ccrnnission
proposal
do nort require evidence
ttnt the projecE has been
inpleflEnted in accordance
with the original programrc.
(m) With regard to the
ERDF's aim of reducilg
structural r:n&r-erq>1oY-
nent, the prilciple of
giving priority to in-
frastructure treasures
should be reconsidered,
since they often contri-
bute only indirectly tojob creation or maintenance.
To ensure ttrat its activit-
ies are effective, it is
necessary to concentrate
the Flrnd's resources,
which ccnpared with its
objectives, are rninimal.
(m) Ttre Ccnunission proposal
deparbs frcnr ttre ocisting
principle of giving prioritY
to irrfrastructure nreErsures
and gives precedence
to progrraffrEs.
(m) Ttre fact that accormt has been
taken of Parliarent's trrcsition is
to be welccned. There should be a
clearer systernatic distjlction
betrreen'progranures' and'progranrre
contracts' (Arts. 7 and 9). Silce
in vievr of ttreir ccnprehensive
natr:re it is extrenrely ccnplicated
to extend tte exercise of strict
control beyord the ccnpletion of
the progrannes to include thei:
econcrnic and srcial- aspects' tte
fo:*rarding, pr@essing and analysis
of data by the l4srber States is of
particular inportance. The C.:cnmission
should be requested to pay special
attention to tl.is aspect wten
subrnitting tlre annual report referred
to irt Art. 35, with a view also to
anabling Parlianent to revierc and
assess the srrccess of the RDFrs
activities. Reference is rnade il this
connection to proposed anen&rEnt
No.10.
(n) The provision laYing dcr+n
the rainirun nr.rriber of jobs to
be created dres not take ac-
count of regional and secto-
ra1 rqrrirerents and thus
r:nderrnines the Fundis flexi-bility
Court of Auditorsr conunents
verification contained no
information on the reasonsjustifiring the choice of
Account taken in the @nnission
orcposal of the ccnnents of the
iLrrof."" Parliaent and the
Cor:rt of Auditors
ProtrDSaIs bY the raPPorteur of
the Cdrmittee on Bldgetary
Control in the light of
corl[IEnts of the EUroIEan
Parlianent and the Cor:rt of
Ar:ditors and of thei-r incorPor-
ation in ttre Ccnmission
prcposal
I
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(o) Ttre provision wherebYpriority is given to aPPlic-
Itions for atPwtts exceeding
I0 m ECII takes no account of
o<perience ufrich has shqm
that, in relation to the
volute of resources
irrvolrred, sneller i-nvest-
rnents protect far nrcrejobs than do caPital=intensive
large-scale Projects. In
addition, gnaller under-
takings are generallY less
prone to crises.
no provasrons
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E\rropean Parlialent' s ccrments
assessing ttre aPPlication of the
m,DF regulation
(n) Ttrere is no Provision
of this kind in the ProPosal.
io) Art.. 14(5) redrces tle (o) Parlianentts dsnands havealso been heeded (arE.. 16a)minirmnn sum to 5 m EC{I. through tlre creation of a newArt. t6 (cPerations aired at
o<ploiting ttre ildigenous
develcrpnent Potential of tle
regions).
(p) Although there is no need
for a favopr65ls decision b!
@rmission to be justified to the
recipient of aid or to the Mernber
StaGs, in ttle irrterests of sound
a&nilistraticrn the reasons for
decisions stlould be made clear il
Br:b9equent nsification isdifficult.
to tfre Court of Auditors for
futernal rneroranda, silce otlrerr'rise
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Er.Ec,pean Parlianent t s cqlnEnts
assessilg the application of U
BDF regnrlation
Court of Auditors' cornnrents Accormt taken in ttre Ccnurission
prcrposal of the coil[rents of the
EurotrEan Parlianent and the
Court of Auditors
Pro;rcsa1s by the rapporteur of
the Ccrnnittee on Budgetary
Control in the light of
ccnunents of tIrc EUropean
Parlianent and tlre Court of
Auditors and of their incorpor-
ation in ttre Ccnrnission
prc6rcsal
(e) The extrenely high fign:re
of 1,500 m of corunitted but
urpaid apprcpriations suggests
that there are many rstatic'
projects to wtrich F\rnd aid has
been allocated but whose inplern-
entation has run ilto difficult-
ies.
(q) B<tension of the ccnpletion
date, particularly if this
lengrthens ttre unproductive
phase, can lead to a consid-
erable change in the profitab-ility of projects.
(g) Art. 25(21 , wttich refers
to 'ilformation necessary to
e.Fure effective operation
of the EUnd', is too general
and des not deal w"ith this
matter satisfacEorily.
(q) A provision corresponding to
Art. I0 should be introducedfor investnent projects requiring
the l4enrber States regularly to pro-
vide information on the progrress
made in Jrrplenenting the projects.
fn addition, tlre Ccnrnission should
of its own accord institute
enquiries rxtren for a long period
there have been no applicationsfor advance payments. For this
purpose it rrculd be useful to
introduce a recalI card index or toinstall a ccnputerized index"
(r) Ttre staff enployed in the
Flrnd a&ruinistration are t@
fq* to cope with the
increasingly ccnpretrensive
and difficult work involved.
(r) Greater attention should be pa-id
to this organizational problern,
which could undermine the ERDF's
effectiveness.
(s) An assessrent of the suc-
cess of tlte ffiDF's acEivities
must include an analysis of
the seial- and econcrnic
aspects.
(s) Ttre orrerall statistical
st:rmlary rmrst indicate the
results achieved in each
region for the previous
year (taking account of the
financial resources erployed
and the actual use made of
thsn).
(s) ltre Ccnmission prcposal prorri&s
for a number of jlformation headings,
but it is ultimately left to the
analltical reporE. on ttte general
situation to identify the specific
contrjlcutiqs made by the Flmd.
Itris is a rnatter for e4rert Elssess-
nent and ttprefore for ilternal
organization.
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European Parlianent' s ccnnents
assessing the application of the
ERDF regn:lation
(t) rhe various Ccnrnunity audits
carried out by the Court of Audi-
tors, the Ccxrmission's financial
control deparUrent and the F\-rnd
a&ninistration could be made more
effective by inproving tlre coor-
dination of on-the-spot audits.
(u) the F\:nd a&ninistration should
devote rore attention to providing
the public witl- informatlon
(v) The mDF can fulfiI its role
only if its ccnplenentary nature
is guaranteed and the contrilcuti
do noE get 'swallotred up' in tltegeneral budget of the Mernber
State concerned.
Cor:rt of Audltors' ccments
(u) Rres. 8(h) and 9(7) deal
with the puJclication of infor-
mation but in practice there
are delays of up to eighteen
npnths.
Proposals by the rapporteur of
the @nnittee on Budgetary
control In tlE light of
cqments of the EuroPean
Parlianent and the Court of
Auditors and of their incorPor-
ation in t}le Ccnrnission
proposal
(t) Ttris requires internal a&nini-
strative ilstructions or agreenents
between the relevant services and
bdies.
(v) since this is one of tl:e nPst
important as5=cts for tlre success-
fu1 and sor:nd operation of the F\rnd
and since it is irpossilcle to
provide accurate proof of ccnplenent
rity, the Ccnmission should use all
its skill in negotiatjlg these
contracts.
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(u) the Ccnmission should at least
ensure that relevant information
is published at an earlY date in
the Official Jotrrnal.
(v) Art. 9 introduces the
concept of 'progralnre contractsr
Account taken in the Ccrnn-ission
proposal of the cqlnents of the
European Parliarnent and the
Court of Auditors
Proposal for a regulation (Doc.
establishing a European Regional
PROPOSED AMENDMENT No. I
Amend g!iS_Ig_?_ta) as follows:
I-735/8L) amending Regulat.ion (EEC) 724/75
Development Fund
,4.
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COMMISSION
The Commission is analysing ,4.
the regional impact of the main
conmon policies and essential
measures which it proposes to the
Council. It is informing the latter
of the way in which account is
taken of this analysis, including,
where relevant, its intention to
implement a specific Community
measure as indicated in Article
27 of tshe current regulation.
The Council, on a proposal from
the Commission, will adopt the
required measures. r
AMENDED TEXT
The Commission shall analyse
the regional impact of the
main common policies and essential
measures which it proposes
to the Council. It sha1l inform
the latter, and the European
Parliament_, of the way in which
account is taken of this analysis,
including, where relevant, its
intention to implement a specific
Community measure as indicated
in Article 27 of the current
regulation. The Council, on a
proposal from the Commission,
will adopt the requj_red measures.r
97 PE 76,354/tLn.
Proposal for a regulation (Doc'
establishing a EuroPean Regional
l-735/8L) amending Regulation (EEC\ 724/75
Development Fund
rl.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT No. 2
Amend Article 5(1) as follows:
TEXT PROPOSED BY
THE COMIT,IISSION
The 1 i st of regions and zones referred
to in Article 4(3)(a) may be revised
by the Council, acting by a qualified
majorit_Y on a ProPosal from the
Commission, in Particular where
the anatYsis made in the Periodic
report referred to in Article 2(2)
reveals substantial changes in the
retative severity of socio-economic
problems in the regions of the
CommunitY. '
AMENDED TEXT
'1. The list of regions and zones
referred to in Article  (3) (a)
Rdy, after 
.cgfrsJrlting Parliament,
be revised bY the Council,
acting by a qualified majoritY
on a proposal from the Commission,
in particular where the analYsis
made in the Periodic rePort
referred to in Article 2(2)
reveals substantial changes
in the relative severitY of
socio-economic Problems in
the regions of the CommunitY.'
98 PE 76.354/fin.
Proposal for a regulation (Doc. L-735/81) amending Regulation (EECI 724/75
establishing a European Regional Development Fund
PROPOSED AIIENDMENT NO. 3
Amend Article 9(5) as follows:
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COMMISSION
AI4ENDED TEXT
'6. The aids from the Fund shal1 be 15. The aids from the Fund shalL be
published in the Official Journal published immediately after
of the European Communities.r their apProval in the Official
Journal of the European Communities. '
- 99 - PE 76. 354/fin.
proposa-l for a regulation (Doc.. l--735l8l) a*aending Regulation (EEC) No. 724/75
establish'ing a European Regionatr Developrnent F-und
PROPOSED A}4ENDII{ENT NO. 4
Amend Article 8(3) (a) as follows:
?EXf.PBOPOSED
BY TIIE COMIVITSSION AIVIENDED TEXT
, (a) expected results, where possible '(a) exPected results in
in quantified form;' quantified form. In
particu.Iar 
.thgy .sh.quId
g.ive precis-e - e.stiqates -.
of the.numerieal -effeets
on . th.e...net ..employme.nt
situation . of ..Eestrue tu.ring,
@';'
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Proposal for a regulation (Doc.
724/75 establishing a European
l-735/8L) amending Regulation (EEC)
Regional Development Fund
PROPOSED AI,IENDMENT NO. 5
Amend Article 25 as follows:
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COII,IMISSION
A},IENDD TH(T
'I. Where a measure that has received a tI. Ihe Ccnmrission shall ascertain at alL
contrj-bution frcrn the Fund has not Leen stages of the utilization of resources
carried out as planned, or if the conditions ,chat they are nanaged prcperly, tarr,rfqlly
inposed by the provisions wttich gorrern and econcrnically on the basis of
the neasure are not fulfilled, the Fund's reports and ottrer information ccrmm:ni-
contribution may be reduced or cancelled cated by ttre Menrber States.
if the Ccnnn-ission, after consulting the
Fund co.mittee, so decides. 2. The ltlember States and ttreir responsible
leal authorities and bodies are
Any srlrs paja ll . .7 shall be repaid to
the Ccnrrunity by tlle l,4enber State concerned
or, l*rere applicable, by the body to wtrich
the fund contribution has been paid within
twoelve npnths of the date on which the
relevant decision was ccnun:nicated.
l4ffber States shaIl repay to the Ccnrnission
ttre anpunt of F\rnd assistance received
in all cases wtrcre national aid used as
the basis for calculating the anpunt of
Fund assistance has been repaid to the
Mernhr StaEe concerned by the in'uestor.
2. It{srber States shaLl make available to the
Ccnrnission all the information necessa.rl,
to ensure effective operation of the F\rnd 3.
and sha1l take all the steps Iike1y to
facilitate such ronitoring as the Ccrnnission
mal- Ceern useful in managing ttle F\rnd,
including on-the-spot checks. Itrey shal1
notify the Ccnndssion of the cases referred
to in t.I..e first subparagraph of paragraph I.
3. Notwithstanding checks carried out by lvlember
States in accordance with national lavrs,
regulations or a&ninistrative provisions,
and without prejudice to Article 206 of
the Tteaty or to any inspection arranged
on the basis of Article 209(c) of the lteaty,
responsible for carrying out checks
on the progranmes, projets and neasures
firr*".d!Ltlr. BDF.
I rrttler States shall make available
to the Ccrnrission all the information
necessary to ensure effective cperation
of the Fund and shalI take al-I the
steps Ukely to facilitate such moni-
toring as the Connrission may deon
useful in managing the firnd, including
on-the-qpoE. checlcs.
Notwithstanding checks carried out
by I'aenrber States j.n accordance with
national 1aws, regulations or a&ninistra-
tive provisions, and without prejudice
Lo Article 206 of the Ilreaty or to
any inspection arranged on tlre basis
of Article 209(c) of the Treaty,
on-the-spot checks or enquiries in
respst of cperations financed by
the E\md shall be carried out by
tLre ccnpetent authorities of the
tr4qber State and by officials of
t]rc Ccrnrission or any
101 - PE 76. 354/fln.
PROPOSm AIVIENDMmII No. 5 (cont.)
on-the-spo't checks or enquiries ix restrEct
of cperations financed by the Fund shal1
be carried out by the corpetent authorities -
of the l4enber State and by officials of
ttre Ccnrnission or any otJrer [Ersons erqorered
by the Ccnrnission for this purpose' The
Ccxnnission shall determine tine limits
for the perfornnnce of the checks and inform
the Iulenrber State concerned of therr in advance
in order to obtain all the assistEurce
necessarT.
4. The purpose of such on-the-spot checks
or enquiries in respect of operations
financed by the Fund shall be to rrerify:
the confonaitY of a&ninistrative
practices with Ccrnnunity rules;
the existence of supporting doctuents
and the fact that they correspond to
the operations financed by ttre Fund;
the conditions under wtrich cperations
financed by the Fund are er<ecuted and
npnitored;
(d) the conforrnity of projects carried
out with the operations financed by
the Fund.
6.
ltre Ccrnnission may suspend Palnent of assis-
lance in respect of a particular operation
if a check reveaj-s irregularities or a
substantial change in the cbject or condi-tions
of the project for which the Ccnrnission's
approval has not been sought.
By way of derogation frcrn ArEicle 6(2)
of the Financial Regulati-on of 2I Decernber
1977 applicable to the general budget of
the European Ccnnmnitiesl, if un operation
that has received assistance frcrn the
Fund has not been ccxrpleted or has been
official-s of the European Ccnnnrnities-.-
enporered by t]-e Ccnrnission fcr this
purpose. Ttre Ccrranission sha1I deterrnine
tine limits for the performance of
ttre checks and inform the Ivlsrber
States concerned of them in adrance
in order to obtain all the assistance
necessary.
4. Unchanged.
5. Unchanged.
6. Unchanged.
7. !{lrcrq a ressure th3t hqi 
.receiv.ed
a contribution 
-frTt.the. Tyt9 hai
not been carri.e.d o]r! as plannsd,
o,r if 
_the condit-io.qs .ir,rpose.4 Fy .the
provis.ions 4rich -goJ:ern -the regqure
are not fulfilled, the Fr:nd's conLri-
but '':r rnay be red:ced or cancellei
tr J:!."---9gql:=r*r tsr ".".'.*ttj'g
Ure Fund Ccrnnittee, so decicles.
--.-.-=--
Any s9rn9 
_gafl-/:_._J_."I3:.l-}l 
-rSe$9
9_
te body. to wtrich .the Fund conl.ributio.n
has been paid wi$-rt gS,nto:"thjl
the date on 
'4r.i* tle. releyanl decisiol
lvas ccEnmunicated.
Menber Slates- s.hall repay !o tle
Ccnrnission the amount of F\rnd assisLance
received in all cases wtere national
ai4 ]rsed as the- Ppsis. f.or-=.c.a.1cti1.aling
t]re a*cJrn!. of. B+d. assistgnce. has
been repaid to the l4ember SEate concerned
by.Jle_ +ge_=.trE.'
(a)
(b)
(c)
5.
r;*.;ltr" *.rrrr, o.,
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PROPOSD A[4m{DvlENT No. 5 (cont.2)
carried out in such a rnanner that payment
of only part of $te EUnd assistance granted
in respect of that project is Sustified,
the outstand.ing part of the Fund,s contri-
bution shall be alleated to anotlrer activity
in one of the eligiJcle regions of the sane
I,lember State under the conditions laid
dcr^,n in ttris Regulation. I
- 103 - PE 76. 354/tin.
Proposal for
establishing
a
a
regulation (Doc. 1-735/8I)
European Regional Fund
amending Regul-ation (EECI 724/75
AMENDED TEXT
'lvlember states shalI, within three
years of comPletion of the actions
financed bY the Fund, inform
the Commission of the following:
- in the case of investment projects
in industrY, the artisanal
or the services sector, the
number of jobs created and
stitl in exislence at the time
of notification;
in the case of infrastructure
investment Projects costing
more Lhan 5 million ECU, the
rate of utilization of Lhe
infrastructure in question
.t@'
where such information is
available.'
PROPOSED AIIENDMENT No. 6
Amend Article 26 as follows:
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COIIiIUISSION
'Member States shalt, within three
years of comPletion of the actions
financed bY the Fund, inform the
Commission of the following:
- in the case of investment Projects
in industrY, the artisanal or the
services sector, the number of
jobs created;
- 
in the case of infrastructure invest-
ment Projects costing more than
5 miltion ECU, the rate of uLili-
zation of the infrastructure in
question, where such information
is available.'
-104- PE 76.354/f.in.
Proposal for a
establishing a
regulation (Doc.
European Regional
l-735/8L) amending Regulation (EEC\ 724/75
Development Fund
2.
PROPOSEp 4I4ENDI4ENT No. 7
Amend ArLicle 27(2) as follows:
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COI'IMISSION
The measures referred to in this
Title may differ in whole or in
part from the measures referred
to in Title III. TheY sha1l be
aimed at CommunitY regions and
zones particularlY affected:
- either by recent, serious problems
of industrial decline,
- or by certain CommunitY Policies
or by measures adoPted bY the
Community in order to facilitate
the implementation or to mitigate
the regional consequences of
these policies.
These measures maY not have as
their object the internal reorganiz-
ation of declining sectors but
may, by establishing new economic
activities and the implementation
of new technologY, promote the
creation ot ll .7 employment
in regions or areas experiencing
difficulties.
These measures shall be financed
jointly by the CommunitY and bY
the Member State or States concerned.'
AI4ENDED TEXT
'2. The measures referred to in this
Tit1e may differ in whole or in
part from the measures referred
to in Title III. They are also
intended as transfrontier meas_ures
and shall be aimed at Community
regions and zones particularly
affected:'
Remainder unchanged.
- 105 - PE 76 354/tin.
proposal for a regulation (Doc. L-735/8L) amending Regulation (EEC) 724/75
esbab,lishing a European Regional Development Fund
PROPOSBD AMENDNEJtr No. I
Amend ereicl,e 37' as follows:
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COII4I'IISSION
AMENDED TEXT
nOn a proposal from the Commission, 'On a proposal from Lhe Commission'
the Council shall re-examine this and after seeking the opinion of ,Parl.i.am.en.t an
Regulation within three years from the EuroPean Court of Auditors,
1 January 1982. t the Council shaLl re-examine this
Regulation within three years from
I January L982.'
-106- PE 76.354/fLn.
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Proposal for a regulation (Doc.
establishing a European Regional
PROPOSED AIvIENDMENT No. g
-
Amend Article 14(I) as follows:
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COMMISSION
Applications for Fund assistance
shall be submitted to the Commission
by Member States, together with such
information as will enable the Com_
mission to assess the merit of the
investment projects in the light of
Articles 2 and 13. '
L-735/8I) amending Regulation (EEC) r.lo. 724/75Development Fund
AMENDED TEXT
'1. Applications for Fund assistance
shaIl be submitted to the
Commission by Member States,
together with such information
as will enable the Commission
to assess the merit of the
investment projects in the
1i9hr of Articles 2 and 13.
Wit-h regard !o the j,nfg{mat lon
r-o_ hq 
-esQqE!-req, 
-4t &.Ie.._8-ll I@%.,
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Proposal- for
establishing
regulation (Doc.
European Regional
a
a
l-735/8L) arnending Regulation (EEC) No. 724/75
Development Fund
ErosoEEg_ AILENDMENT xg-:_1_9
Amend Article 36 as follows:
tr.
'1.
TEXT PROPOSED
BY THE COIVIII]SSION
Before I October each year, the
Commission shall present to the
Council, to the Parliament and to
the Economic and Social Committee
a report on the implementation
of this Regulation during the
preceding year.
The report shall also deal with
the financial management of the
Fund and discuss the Commission's
conclusions based on the checks
carried out in respect of Fund
operations. '
AMENDED TEXT
Before 1 October each year,
the Commission shall present
to the Council, to the Parliament
and to the Economic and Social
Committee a report on the
implementation of this Regulation
during the preceding year.
The report. shall. dea] l,ith the
fiJra.ncia,1, manag.ement o.f. the Fund
and sha]1 contain.,, 
.in a.d.di!io.n
to statistical data, a brie!
an,alysis of the, eff.ectiv.eness
and success in economic and
social terms of the measures
filra.nced. by th.e Fun{.. It shall
$ s_o_ $59-r1-g:_ _t.h1 s o_gqg,s.rc t_l_
c_o_lglt1gf 9lx _.9as_1q "l !\91"-s_gJ.t_s-
of the checks carried out in
respect of. Fund operations. '
'2.,2.
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ANNEX
MOTION FoR A RESOLUTTON (Doc. t_837/Bt)
tabled by Mr TAVAGLINI, Iylr COSTANZO and Mr LII4A
pursuant to RuIe 47 of the Rules of procedure
on the creation of a regional_ development agency
The European parliament,
- having regard to its resolution of 19 september r9g0 on t,he regional
development programmes,
- having regard to the criteria raid down by the commission as a basisfor reforming the regional deveropment policy for more effective
community measures to reduce the disparities between the various
regi-ons and the backwardness of the ress-favoured regions,
- stressing that all common poticies must make a declsive contribution
to regional development,
- drawing attenrion to the fact that, during the period in which th e
regionhl policy was being established (Report on the regional
problems in the enlarged Community Doc. COM(73) 550), the Commission
had proposed, in addition to the community's Regional Development
Fund, the creation of a regional deveropment agency to be an infor_
mation centre for European industries and to take a short-term minority
shareholding in companies setting up in devel0pment areas,
- whereas, despite the efforts of the governments of Member states
and the supporr supptied by the ERDF, it has not proved possible
to create appropriate productive structures in the industrial and
service sectors,
- whereas, rn the current phase of restructuring and conversion ofproduction within the community, it is more important than ever that
national and regional policies should work together,
invites the Commission and Counc i I
to act on the proposal made by the Commission in Doc. COI4(73) 550
making any necessary changes to bring it up to date, and proceedingin this manner, to create a community body which, in addition toproviding European industries with information, wourd be authorized
to hold shares in companies setti_ng up in developing areas.
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